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PREFACE 
AMONG a collection of papyri purchased last summer from a dealer were 

1""1... some fragments of a life of Christ which at once attracted attention by their 
early date (middle of the second century). A closer examination proved them to be 
of even greater importance than was at first hoped, containing as they did portions 
of an unknown Gospel; and it seemed advisable to publish the text with the mini
mum of delay. Since the collection included also some other early theological 
fragments of considerable interest, it was decided to include them in the volume. 
(It may be remarked here that some fragments of 2 were stuck to fragments of 3, 
indicating a common origin for at least these two papyri.) The papyri having been 
purchased (owing to the suspension of the ordinary purchase grant) out of the 
Bridgewater Fund, it was necessary to include them in the Egerton Collection, 
and they have therefore been numbered as 'Egerton Papyri'. When the numbers 
were being assigned, it was discovered that one other papyrus, that containing the 
Mimes of Herodas (Pap. 135), had also been bought with money taken from the 
Bridgewater Fund, though, by a departure from the otherwise unbroken precedent, 
it had been numbered in the general series of papyri. It has therefore seemed 
better to transfer Pap. 135 also to the new series of Egerton Papyri, and it has 
received the inventory number (by which it should henceforward be known) of 
Egerton Papyrus 1. 

In dealing with papyri of such importance as Nos. 1 and 2, which lie strictly 
outside the field of study in which the editors can claim any special competence, 
it has been thought advisable to prefer speedy publication to an attempt at a 
definitive edition. The aim of the present volume is to make the texts accessible to 
scholars and to indicate the nature of the problems which arise, with such sugges
tions towards a solution as occurred to us. The texts here printed are the joint work 
of both editors. The first draft of the commentary on 1, with the translation, was 
prepared by myself, those on 2-4 by Mr. Skeat; but since particular problems 
have been discussed as they arose, and each editor has read through the other's 
work, making suggestions for his consideration, we are jointly responsible for the 
volume as it appears. The method of publication and the system of abbreviated 
references employed are explained below. As a method of abbreviated reference 
to the papyri here published we would suggest 'P. Lond. Christ.' 

We have to acknowledge our indebtedness to several scholars for valuable 
assistance. Mr. H. J. M. Milne has been consulted continually throughout the 
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preliminary work of transcription and during the preparation of the volume, and 
texts and commentary alike have greatly profited by his suggestions, only some of 
which are separately acknowledged. Sir Frederic Kenyon has read the proofs of 1 
and made numerous suggestions; it is a great satisfaction to find that he agrees 
with the views expressed in the commentary. To Mr. C. W. Brodribb of The 
T£mes we are indebted for a brilliant restoration in 1, which probably clears up a 
problem of which we had failed to reach a satisfactory solution. Prof. Schubart 
has examined photographs of 1 and 2 and given us an opinion as to dating which 
his reputation as a palaeographer makes specially valuable. It should be added 
that he emphasizes the uncertainty of the palaeographical factor, which in the 
present case is the sole evidence of date. To the Rev. P. L. Hedley we are indebted 
for the loan of a photograph of P. Baden 56. Dr. A. E. Brooke kindly supplied 
some notes on 3; and Mr. W. E. Crum, Mr. O. Burmester, and the Rev. Gregory 
Dix have given most welcome help in connexion with 4. Mr. C. H. Roberts has 
been consulted on several points. Lastly, we owe special thanks to Dr. John 
Johnson and the staff of the Oxford University Press for the skill and patience 
which they have shown in dealing with what we feel to have been, in some respects, 
a difficult problem of typography. 

H. 1. B. 
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METHOD OF PUBLICATION 
AND LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

T HE following rules have been observed throughout this volume. New texts 
(1,2, and 4) are given in modern form, with accents, breathings, &c. In the 

case of 1 this is supplemented by a diplomatic transcript, the aim of which is to 
reproduce as nearly as possible the original manuscript with all its formal peculiari
ties. 3, being an extant text, is reproduced exactly as it stands, except for the 
division of words. 

The system of editorial conventions is that recommended for editions of papyri 
by the International Congress of Orientalists at Leyden, in 193 I, and published in 
Chronique d'Egypte, vii (I93Z), pp. z8S-7. Square brackets [ ] enclose letters lost 
in the original and restored by the editor, round brackets ( ) the extension of an 
abbreviation, braces { } superfluous letters in the original, double square brackets 
[ ] a deletion in the original. A vertical stroke I marks the division between lines 
of the original in passages from the text which are printed continuously. 

Dots are placed below letters which are either doubtful or seriously mutilated in 
the original; dots between square brackets indicate the estimated number of letters 
lost in a lacuna, dots outside brackets illegible letters or portions thereof. Black
faced Arabic numerals (1) refer to the papyri published in this volume. In giving 
measurements, the first figure indicates the extreme height, the second the extreme 
breadth. 

Apart from those which are immediately recognizable, the following abbrevia
tions have been employed: 
B.G.V. = Aegyptische Urkunden aus den Koeniglichen (now Staatlichen) Museen zu 

Berlin: Griechische Urkunden, vols. i-viii. Berlin, 1895-1934. 
L. and S. = H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-EngHsh Lexicon. New edition by Sir 

H. Stuart Jones. Parts 1-8. Oxford, 19z5-34. 
P. Baden = Veroffentlichungen aus den badischen Papyrus-Sammlungen, vols. i-v. Heidel

berg, I9z3-34. 
P. Beatty = Sir F. G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri. Fascc. I-IV. London, 

1933-4· 
P. Bouriant = P. Collart, Les Papyrus Bouriant. Paris, 19Z6. 
P. Fay. = B.P. Grenfell, A. S.Hunt, and D. G. Hogarth, Fayum Towns and their Papyri. 

London, 1900. 
P. Flor. = G. Vitelli and D. Comparetti, Papiri Fi·orentini, vols. i-iii. Milano, 1906-15. 
P. Hib. = B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, The Hibeh Papyri. Part I. London, 1906. 
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P. Holm. = O. Lagercrantz, Papyrus Graecus Holmiensis. Uppsala, 1913. 
P. Oxy. = B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri; voIs. i-xvii. London, 

1898-1927. 
P. Russ.-Georg. = G. Zereteli, O. Krueger, and P. Jernstedt, Papyri russischer und 

georgischer Sammlungen, voIs. i-iv. Tillis, 1925-30. 
P. Ryl. = J. de M. Johnson, V. Martin, A. S. Hunt, Catalogue of the Greek Papyri in 

the John Rylands Library, vols. i-ii. Manchester, 19II-15. 
P. Teb. = B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, The Tebtunis Papyri, voIs. i-ii, iii. 1. London, 

1902-33. 
von Soden = H. von Soden, Die Schrtften des Neuen Testaments. 4 voIs. Berlin, 1902-13. 
Tischendorf = C. Tischendorf, Novum Testamentum Graece. Editio octava critica 

maior. 3 vols. Lipsiae, 1872-94. 
W. Chrest. = L. Mitteis and U. Wi1cken, Grundziige und Chrestomatht'e der Papyrus

kunde. Erster Band: Historischer Teil. Zweite HaIfte: Chrestomathie. Berlin, 1912. 
Wordsworth and White = loh. Wordsworth and Hen. luI. White, Nouum Testamentum 

Domini nostri Iesu Christi Latine secundum editionem Sancti Hieronymi. Pars Prior. 
Oxford, 1889-98. . 

Quotations from the Greek of the New Testament are taken throughout from 
the text of Tischendorf, referred to above. 



1. UNKNOWN GOSPEL 
Inv. No. Egerton Papyrus 2. M£ddle of second century. Portions of three leaves of a 

codex, II'S em. X9'2 em., II·8 em. X9'7 cm., 6 em. X2'3 cm. One column to the 
page. PLATES I AND II .. 

N OT since the discovery of the Sayings of Jesus at Oxyrhynchus has a Christian 
papyrus come to light which raises so many and such interesting problems as 

the present fragments. The Chester Beatty papyri are of far greater extent, but in 
some respects even they must yield in interest to these, since for the most part they 
merely provide new evidence for the text of existing books, whereas these, which 
reveal to us an entirely unknown work, open up new vistas altogether. 

Even in its date the present papyrus (hereafter referred to as 1) possesses a peculiar 
importance, for it is unquestionably the earliest specifically Christian manuscript yet 
discovered in Egypt. The codex containing Numbers and Deuteronomy, in the Beatty 
collection (P. Beatty VI), and (according to the editor, whose view is supported by a 
photostat of the papyrus kindly lent by the Rev. P. L. Hedley) P. Baden 56 (Exodus) 
are its only rivals in point of age; and though it is probable enough that those manu
scripts were used by, and very likely written for, a Christian owner or community, we 
cannot be as certain of this as we can of the Christian origin of 1. The papyrus 
must of course be dated, like P. Beatty VI, on grounds of script merely, always a 
somewhat precarious basis; but the date assigned to it above is highly probable 
and is likely to err, if at all, on the side of caution, for there are features in the hand 
which might suggest a period yet earlier in the century. The epsilon with its cross
stroke normally high and sometimes begun on the left side of the semicircle (which 
at times seems to have its upper part made separately), the upsilon, the mu, the 
flat-bottomed beta with the bottom stroke extended to the left, the delta, can all 
be paralleled in literary or documentary papyri which are dated or datable in the 
first half of the second century; but it is the general appearance of the hand rather 
~han the forms of particular letters which gives the impression of early date. 
Literary papyri are of course never exactly dated, being datable, if at all, and 
that only exceptionally, by cursive annotations or by documents written on the 
same sheet of papyrus, while cursive hands are in general not sufficiently close to 
literary to be very helpful; but the present hand has cursive affinities, and there 
are dated or datable papyri which offer a basis for comparison. Mention may 
be made of three, the 'hands of which have an obvious general resemblance 
to that of the present fragments. The first is P. Bero!' ined. 6854 (Schubart, 
Griechische Palaeographie, figure 34, p. 59), a document written in the reign of 
Trajan (died A.D. 117), in a hand sufficiently like the literary script to be usefully 

B 
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comparable; the second is P. Land. 130 (Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 
i. 132 ff.; Schubart, op. cit., figure 81, p. 122), a horoscope calculated from 
I April A.D. 81 and therefore not likely to be later than the earlier years of the second 
century. The third, a letter written in a semi-literary hand, which is perhaps the 
most like of the three to the present hand, is P. Fay. IIO, dated in A.D. 94. An 
attentive comparison of these hands with that of 1 produces a strong impression 
of similarity; and though literary hands were in general somewhat more conser
vative than documentary, it seems extremely improbable, on the basis of this and 
other evidence which has been examined, that 1 can be dated later than the middle 
of the second century. 

Some general arguments might perhaps be adduced against so early a date, but 
they have little force. They are: the fact that the manuscript was a codex, not a roll, 
the occurrence of the nomina sacra or contractions of the sacred names and certain 
other words, the use of the diaeresis over initial v and (once) 1, and the regular 
omission of iota adscript. As regards the first point, it is true that for pagan literature 
the codex form in papyrus is practically unknown in the second and very rare in 
the third century; but for Christian literature, which until recently was unrepre
sented in papyri of earlier date than the third century, the ratio is reversed, the 
codex form being by far the commoner. I In the last few years some Biblical 
papyri of earlier date have become available. P. Beatty VI, which is of the second 
century, provides a very early example of the codex form; and P. Baden 56, another 
codex, containing a portion of Exodus in the Septuagint version, is dated by the editor 
in the second century, perhaps even early in that century. It is in fact becoming in
creasingly probable that the preference for the codex over the roll was characteristic 
of the Christian community from quite early in its history, and it may well be that 
it was to Christianity that the eventual triumph of the former was mainly due. 

It is certainly at first sight surprising to find the nomina sacra so well established 
by the middle of the second century, but no weight can be attached to this argument 
in the absence of any evidence that such forms were not of early date. As a matter 
of fact, all the evidence seems to suggest that the practice was in its origin pre
Christian. It apparently took its rise (see Traube, Nomina Sacra, III. i, especially 
p. 32) from the Jewish practice of representing the tetragrammaton or sacred 
name (i11il") in Greek by the words KVPlOS or eeos, with only the first and last letters 
written and a stroke above them (KC and 8C). The Christians, not unnaturally, 
took over this practice, and applied it also to the specifically Christian names. The 
nomina sacra found in the present fragments are as follows: KC (= KVpIOS),. 8C 
(= eeos), IH (="llcrous), nPA (= mrrepcx), MW (= Mc.u0ofis), H[CAC (=<Hcrcx"icxs), 
npOcDAC ( = TIpoq111Tcxs), EllPO<DCEN (= rnp0<pllTevcrev); while 8Y (= eeou) is, 
with great probability, to be restored in 1. 45. Traube, in his fundamental work on 

I See e.g. F. G. Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome, pp. 95 if. 
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the subject, already referred to, had but a limited number of papyrus texts on 
which to found his conclusions, and most of the manuscripts then available were 
of dates later than the middle of the third century, but even the earliest of them 
showed the use of the nomina sacra fully established. We have now a much larger 
range of evidence. KC and KN occur in P. Baden 56. The Chester Beatty papyri 
supply a mass of material as early as the earliest authorities accessible to Traube, 
and some of it even earlier. Here, too, we find the same or similar uses. Even in 
the earliest of them, P. Beatty VI, containing Numbers and Deuteronomy, which 
is certainly of the second century and probably not later than the middle of it,l 
there is a whole series of nomina sacra; and the New Testament papyri, P. Beatty I, 
II, and III, all of which are certainly of the third century and probably of the first 
half, have the specifically Christian contractions.'" So, too, in the papyrus codex 
containing the Shepherd of Hermas (second half of the third century) we find KC 
and ec and cases, TINA and TINC (gen.), and YIC and YIN (Campbell Bonner, 
A Papyrus Codex of the Shepherd of Hermas, p. 18). 

Some of the contractions noted above are unusual. The normal form for the 
name Jesus is IE or IHC; here we have consistently the form IH. This is rare but 
not unprecedented; and as a matter of fact it appears to be of early origin and to 
have been superseded only gradually by the others. It is found in P. Beatty I 
(Gospels and Acts, first half of third century); but it can be traced even farther 
back. In the sub-Apostolic Epistle of Barnabas we read (Migne, Patr. Gr. 
ii. 752): "Kat 1TEP1ETEIlEV ' A[3paall EK 'TOV O'{KOV aV-roO &vApas AEKa Kat OK'TW 
Kai 'TPlaKOO'lOVS." 'TlS OVV Tj AoeEiO'a 'TO\J'T{:p yVWO'lS; IlcleE'TE 'TOVS AEKaOK'TW 
1TPW'TOVS, ElLa 'TOVS 'TplaKoO'iovs. 'TO AS AEKa Kai OK'TW, I AEKa, H OK'TW. EXE1S 
'IT)O'oOv. O'Tl AS O"Taupos EV T0 T EIlEAAEV EXE1V TTtV XO:P1V, AEyEl Kai 'TOVS 'TplaKO
O'{OVS. AT)Aoi ovv 'TOV IlEV 'IT)O'oOv EV 'ToiS AVO't ypO:llllaO'l, Kat EV Evi TOV O"Taup6v. 
That is to say, the 18 men circumcised by Abraham represent Jesus, because the 
two letters I and H, whose numerical value is respectively 10 and 8, add up to 18; 
and the 300 represent the Cross, because the letter T, taken as a symbol of the Cross, 
had the numerical value 300. The same idea occurs also in later writers, e.g. Clem. 
Alex., Strom. vi. II (Migne, Patr. Gr. ix. 305). It seems probable in fact, as observed 
by G. B. de Rossi, Bull. di Arch. Cristiana, S. iv, vi. 37, that the sign IH was in 
use from the Apostolic age downwards, and it may actually have been the first 
to be adopted. It is possible that the forms IHC, IHN, IHY, all of which occur in 
P. Beatty II (Pauline Epistles, third century; according to Wilcken the very begin
ning of that century), are but IH with the case-endings added. In P. Oxy. 850, 10 
(fourth century) IHY occurs as apparently a vocative, and thus we get a complete 

I See, besides Kenyon's edition (The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, fase. I, 1933), the 
very important remarks of Wileken, Archiv jiir Papyrusforschung, xi. II3. Wileken would 
favour an even earlier date for several of these papyri than Kenyon assigns to them. 

2 See Kenyon, A egyptus , xiii (1933), 5-10. 
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range of cases, IHCrepresenting the nominative, IHN the accusative, IHY the others. 
If so, this whole series must be separated from such contractions as IC, XC, &c., 
which were modelled on the Jewish KC, eCI It may be that the original method 
for the Christian nomina sacra was to give the first two letters of the word, IH, 
XP or )j< (on which see de Rossi, op. cit., pp. 30 ff.; Traube, op. cit., pp. II5 ff.), the 
other method, IC, XC, being introduced somewhat later by the analogy of KC, ee. 
Alternatively both systems may have been concurrent from the beginning, as is 
suggested by P. Beatty VI (Numbers and Deuteronomy; mid second century), 
where, according to Sir Frederic Kenyon, both IHC and iC (for Joshua) occur side 
by side. 

The abbreviation MW for Mc.vvofis is not recorded either by Traube or by 
Kenyon and is apparently quite new. It will be observed that it is of the same 
type as IH, i.e. abbreviation by suspension, not by contraction, which, as we have 
seen, may perhaps be the earlier Christian method. npO<DAC and ETIPO<DCEN 
and H[CAC are also strange and apparently unrecorded forms. It may, however, 
be remarked that such eccentricities are on the whole more likely to have occurred 
at an early period than later, when the system of nomina sacra had become more 
regularized. Thus P. Beatty I has the contraction XPANOYC for XPlOllavouS; 
P. Beatty III (third century; Wilcken 'die Mitte oder auch den Anfang des Jahrh.') 
has ECTPW (= ECYTaVpWel1); and it is perhaps worth while to add that P. Oxy. 2068 
(fourth century) has the unusual BC (= !3acrlAEus). It is to be noted that npO<DAC 
and EnPO<DCEN are formed on the same principle as IH and MW but with the 
addition of an ending to mark the case or tense. 

We see, then, that the occurrence of the nomina sacra is no argument whatever 
against an early date. If they have any bearing on the question, those which occur 
seem, in view of the evidence examined, to make for rather than against it. 

The two last arguments, which are of a palaeographical nature, have more 
weight than the others, for undoubtedly the occurrence of diaeresis and the omission 
of iota adscript can be used as criteria of date and, comparatively rare at the beginning 
of the second century, were increasing in frequency with each successive decade. 
Statistics for these phenomena do not appear to have been collected (a systematic 
investigation of the subject might be of some value for palaeography), but such 
search as it has been possible to make shows that the date assigned to 1 is not 
affected by them. The use of diaeresis over l or v was exceedingly rare till the 
second century, but it was not entirely unknown before then. Originally introduced 
to distinguish as separately pronounced a vowel accompanying another vowel with 
which it would otherwise make a diphthong, the usage was soon extended to vowels 

1 Traube, op. cit., p. IIS, remarks that iH 'mit den christlichen Kontraktionen nichts zu 
tun hat'. It may, on the contrary, be the more specifically Christian form of the nomen 
sacrum 
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standing alone, and therefore became meaningless. It is only the latter use which is 
relevant to the present case. P. Fay. 110 (A.D. 94) contains in Ev\hTEP~aTOV (1. 9) and 
TOOl 1201001 (1. 2) instances of diaeresis which, though an extension of the original use, 
cannot be regarded as wholly incorrect, since adjoining vowels are being distin
guished; but "iva (ibid., 11. ?, 9) is a clear case of the incorrect use, and AVO"l VAaO"l 
(1. 17) is at best a further extension of the use in Ev\hTEP~aTOV and TOOl 1201001. 
Systematic search might perhaps reveal other early examples, but so far as the statistics 
collected are concerned there are none in exactly dated documents before A.D. lIO, 
and the diaeresis seems to have been used at first for iota and only later for upsilon as 
well (see, however, P. Fay. IIO, above). P. Ry1. 82 (A.D. II3) shows both the correct 
(\f'a"iTos, 1. 3) and the incorrect (\f'EvhoS, 1. 7) uses; P. Oxy. 490 (A.D. 124) has 10"1AOS; 
and after this examples of'i multiply. In P. Ry1. 157 (A.D. 135) the diaeresis in 
TO V:ApayOOyE10"6m, TO VAoop (1. 19) serves to divide the vowels (as against TOV), 
but there is no justification for it in 'ITpOOVTOS v:Apayooyov (1. 19). Later instances 
are too numerous to be worth collecting. Literary papyri are, as already observed, 
hardly ever dated, and are therefore less useful for comparison, but some instances 
may be cited. P. S.l. 1088, dated by the editors in the second century, has "iva at 
the beginning of a line; P. Ross.-Georg. 1. 20 (second century, perhaps age of the 
Antonines) has 0TI0 (11. 101, 103) at the beginnings of lines, and no. 21 of the same 
collection (mid second century) has several examples of both "i and v and both 
correctly and incorrectly used. The same is true of P. Oxy. 1380, which is of the 
early second century and, being a text of a semi-literary kind, is specially com
parable to these Gospel fragments. It may be added that P. Baden 56 (? early 
second century) has (1. 51) lAov after <papaoo and that, according to information 
supplied by Sir Frederic Kenyon, P. Beatty VI makes frequent use of both 1 and v, 
alike in correct and in incorrect positions. In the later papyri of this group, 
I and II, the use is constant. 

It will be seen, then, that the occurrence of the diaeresis does not in itself make 
against a date about A.D. ISO. In fact the form of diaeresis used suggests an early 
rather than a late date, for it is clear that the scribe's usage was somewhat fluid and 
uncertain. He invariably marks initial v but not always in the same manner. The 
exact formation of his markings is often a little doubtful, owing to the condition 
of the papyrus, and it will be well to take each instance separately. In 1. 8, V\.lE1S, he 
appears to have written v with a single long stroke over v. (At present the stroke 
is broken in the middle, but this seems to be due to the wearing of the papyrus, 
and there is no reason to doubt that originally it was continuous.) In 1. 13, v\.loov, 
where the printed text gives v, the 'diaeresis' really consists of a short straight 
stroke followed by a dash downwards at right angles, which may be accidental 
but is more probably intended to complete the sign. In 1. 47, OTIEP, the v has two 
short horizontal dashes over it ; in 1. 53 the v of V\.loov is similar; in 1. 6 I , 9'1;l'9TET~T<;X[ 1], 
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all that remains is a dash over a small portion of the top of v; in 1. 66, 'i9[P2.cx]1'0V, 
there is a dot or dash to the left of 1, but the other, though probably written, has 
disappeared; and in 1. 71, Y2.c.up, two dots are visible. It appears, then, that the 
scribe, though he felt that v (and presumably 1) should have the diaeresis, was very 
unsystematic in his method of forming it; and this suits an early rather than a late 
date after its introduction. 

The iota adscript had long ceased to be pronounced, and for some time its use had 
been erratic, but it appears with some regularity, often in wrong places (e.g. after 
the c:u of the verb-ending), down to the end of the first century. From then onwards 
omission becomes ever more frequent, until in the course of the third century iota 
adscript dropped out of use. In P. Oxy. 1380 already referred to (early second century) 
it appears, to judge from the published text, to be consistently omitted, as here. 

Both the phenomena referred to are more often to be found in documentary 
hands or in the less formal literary papyri than in the work of the better class of 
scribes; but 1 is in fact written in a hand which is informal and by no means 
calligraphic, havipg indeed distinct affinities to the cursive. This makes its resem
blance, both generally and in particular details, to certain documents dated early 
in the second century the more significant. 

There is one last point which should be dealt with in connexion with the problem 
of date. If the hand, as seen in the facsimile, be compared with that of P. Oxy. 656 
(Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part IV, plate ii), a codex of Genesis (cf., too, P. Ryl. 5), it will 
be seen that there is a really striking similarity, both in the general appearance and 
in the forms of individual letters, e.g. v, p, 2., 0, 1], v, and to some extent ex and 1-1, 
though the latter shows a tendency to the formation of a lengthened tail to the first 
stroke which is characteristic of the second half of the second century and the 
following period. Now Grenfell and Hunt, after remarking that the script (of 
'decidedly early appearance') has 'in some respects more affinity with types of the 
second century than of the third', conclude: 'To the latter, however, the hand is in 
all probability to be assigned, though we should be inclined to place it in the earlier 
rather than the later part of the century.' Their authority is certainly high; but 
the evidence of an undated text cannot be preferred to that of such dated or roughly 
datable ones as have been cited above, and it may be remarked that in 19°4, when 
Part IV of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri appeared, Christian texts which could confi
dently be dated in the second century were unknown. It seemed doubtful whether 
Christianity had so early made sufficient headway outside Alexandria to leave 
any archaeological traces; and partly for this reason, and partly out of a laudable 
anxiety to avoid extravagant claims for new discoveries, there was a tendency to 
post-date the earlier Christian papyri. This certainly seems a case in point; and in 
the light of later knowledge it is more probable that P. Oxy. 656 is to be put back 
definitely into the second century than that 1 should be brought down appreciably 
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later than the middle of that century. It may be added in conclusion that Pro
fessor Schubart, to whom a photograph was sent and whose authority on such 
a matter none will question, pronounced the date here assigned 'as good as certain', 
that is in the degree to which palaeographical datings can ever be certain; and he 
remarked that some features of the hand might suggest an even earlier date. I 

Something has already been said as to the hand of the papyrus. It is that of a 
practised writer but perhaps hardly of a professional literary scribe, and though 
fairly regular and of attractive appearance it has an informal air which recalls the 
cursive of the earlier part of the second century. There are no accents or breathings ; 
punctuation is confined to a fairly frequent high point and a small space at the end 
of a sentence (or perhaps rather a Kwi\oV). There is a tendency to enlarge the 
following letter, but this is not specially marked and applies chiefly to E. The 
.papyrus is of medium quality. The orthography, apart from a few itacisms 
(<l1TIO"TEla, l. 19; 1lIJEIV, l. 48; EIJ!3pEIlJllcyaIJEvos, l. 51), which are to be expected 
everywhere at this period, is very correct. It may be added that there is a tendency 
to make two lines instead of one in forming letters, apparently the result of using 
a pen too deeply slit. The impression is in general of a manuscript which made 
no great pretensions to elegance, still less sumptuousness, but which was written 
with care and on the whole with a good standard of accuracy. 

Unfortunately the provenance of the fragments is unknown. They formed part 
of a miscellaneous collection bought from a dealer. Most of the papyri acquired 
with them contain no internal evidence of provenance; of those which do (so far 
as a preliminary examination goes) one only comes from the Arsinoite nome, five 
certainly and one probably from Oxyrhynchus; and an Oxyrhynchite origin is 
likely for the rather high proportion of literary texts. Hence Oxyrhynchus is the 
most natural place of origin for the Gospel fragments also; but not much weight 
can really be attached to these arguments. 

The method of publication adopted is as follows. First are printed, in parallel 
columns, a diplomatic transcript and a transcript, line for line, with accents and 
breathings and with the more obvious restorations of lacunae. A commentary on 
particular points of reading~ restoration, or interpretation follows, after which are 
given, again in parallel. colu:r.nns, the Greek text and the parallels in the Canonical 
Gospels. This is followed by a translation of both; and at the end are discussed 
the problems raised by the fragments. It must be emphasized that this discussion 
is tentative and provisional only; it seemed more important to make the text 
accessible for general study by Biblical experts than to aim at an exhaustive treatment 
in this editio princeps. 

I Sir Frederic Kenyon fully concurs in the dating of both 1 and P. Oxy. 656. 
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Fragment I verso] 

Fragment I recto] 

UNKNOWN GOSPEL 

]! . [ 

JTQ! . ~QMIKO[ 

JNT~TONTIA . ATIPACq 

]MONKAIMHEME' • [ J~! . 

5 J. Ol)OIE!lJUJCTIOI • [ Jl)POC 

JA[ ]);<ONT ACTOY I\AOY[ 

Jr:r~NTONI\OrONTOYTQ[ 

]P~ 

JEpAY 

J~crpA<l>AC . ENAICYMEICAO 

J~UJHNEXEIN EKEINAI~![ ]!~ 

10 JYPOYCAITIEPIEMOY' MHA[ ] 

JTIErUJHI\80NKATHrO[ ]HCAI 

JTIPOCTONTIPAMOY' ECTIN 

]. QPUJNYMUJNMUJ EICON 

Jl:Il\nJKATE' A[ JTUJNAEI\E 

IS JNE[ JOIAAMENOT!MUJEJ:\. 

]08e[ ]CEAEOYKOIAAMEN 

J' AITOKPl8EICOII:IEI 

]IC' NYNKATHrOPEITAI 

Jl)ICTE![ 

20 ]!~~ ; [ 

] . [ 

] . ~UJ[ J~[ 

JI\180YCOMO ... [ 

C . [ JTON' KAIETIEBAI\O. [ 

4. It is not quite certain that the high point printed after EME is not really the turned-back 
end of the cross-stroke of E. 9. No pointis visible after EXEIN, butit may have disappeared 
owing to the rubbing of the papyrus. 12. The point after MOY is apparently a middle 
point. 13. Apparently no point after MW, though the small space is undoubted. 
17. The supposed high point might also be the end of the cross-stroke of some letter. 



Fragment I verso] 

Fragment I recto] 

UNKNOWN GOSPEL 

]! ' [ 

[, ..... ,J r9T~ Y9\..11KO[iS 

[ ... TIaJVT\X rev TIap.cmpaO"O"[OVTCX 

[ ..... J\..IOV Kai \..IT] EIlE' ,[., J\X~ • 

5 [.,',.J, 01f01EJ 1fWS TI01?[i J 1fpeS 

[Ae TOVSJ o[p J):<Ovrcxs TOV i\aov [O"T]P'\X

[<pEls EIJ1f?V Tev i\oyov TOVT9[ v] Ep'av

[VaTE T]~S ypcx<p6:s' EV aTs V\..IEiS AO

[KEiTE J ~c.uTjv EXE1V EKEivcxi ?i[ 0" J! V 

10 [cxi \..IapT JVPOVO"CXI TIEpi E\..IOV' \..Ii) A[ 0-J 

[KEiTE OJTI EyW Tji\6ov KaTllYo[p J1)O"al 

[V\..IwvJ TIpeS Tev TI'(aTE)pCX !lOV' E(rpV 

[0 KaTllJY9pwV v!lOOV Mc.u(vO"1)s) Eis ov 

[V\..IEiSJ fji\TI'iKaTE' a[vJTwv AE AE-

IS fyoVTc.u]v E[U] OiACX\..lEV Or! Mc.u(Vo"Ei) E~<X

[i\llO"~v] 0 6(EO)S[' J O"~ AE ~VK ot~CX\..lE~ 

[TI'o6~v EIJ'. cmoKp'16e1s 0 ":n(0"09s) eT

[TI'EV aUTo liS' vvv KaTT]yopeiTcxl 

[v\..Iwv t1 d:Jr:nO"te![ CX 

20 J!~~ , [ 

] . [ 

[ , .. 70 oJ):<~CP [ .•.. Jl?[ 

[ ...... J AieOVS 0\..109 ~![eaO"c.u-J 

O"![v a:VJrov' Kcxl ETIE~CXi\oy [TasJ 

19. 1. OOrIO"Tia. 
c 

9 



31. There is no point after TWN. 38. The point after TI is not certain but probable. 
44. The space after TIKWC is perhaps accidental rather than intentional. 48. On 
the point see the note below, p. 2I. 



Fragment 2 recto] 

UNKNOWN GOSPEL 
./ 

25 Xei[pcxS] CX\hwv rn' cx\rrOV O! [apxov-] 

-r~s [iv]cx meXo-oocnv KCX! 1TCXp,[ 

.[ ••• J 1"~ 0XA~' Kcx1 OUK ~[2VVCXVTO] 

cx\rrOV meXo-cxl O-rt OU1TOO e[A1)A\Jeel] 

MOO 'Ii oopcx -rTis 1TCXPcxA9[ creooS] 

30 c;xVro~ AE " K(VpI0)S e~eAeOOV [21a IlEo-OV cxV-J 
-rwv &TIsvevo-ev &TI' [MOOV] 

KCX! [1]20v Ae1Tpos 1Tpoo-eA~[ OOV cxVT~] 

Aeyel' A12eXO"KCXAE "11(0-00) A~[1Tpois ovv-J 

02evoov Kcx1 ovvecr6ioo[v MoiS] 

35 ev T~ 1Tc;xv20xe{~ eA[S1Tp1)(YCX] 

Kcx1 MOS eyoo' ea}' [0 ]Dy [crV eSA~S] 

K~cxpi30IlCX1' "2,, K(Vpl0)~ [e<pT) cxV-r~] 

~$~[ w] ~cxecxpicr61)Tl' [Kcx1 E\JeEOOS] 

[o:]1:rEO"T'T\ &TI' cxV-rov 'Ii AS1)"[pCX " 2e K(Vpl0 )S] 

40 [Ei1TEV cxV-rCfJ] 1)"9pe[veels rni2El-] 

[~ov o-ECXVTO]}' -roi[S iEpeVO"l 

J. 
VOIlEVOl TIpOS cxV-rov e~[ E-rCXo--] 

-rlKWS e1Teipcx30v CXUTOV NeyoVTESJ 

4.5 212eXO"KcxAE'IT)(0-00) OlACXIlEV OT! [&TIo e(eo)v] 

eAiJAveCXS 0: yap 1TOIEis 1l<;x[pTVPEiJ 

\mep -ro[v]s 1TpOcp(iJ-r)cxS TIeXVTCXS [Aeye ow] 

'liIlEiv' e~ov -roiS j3cx(m)AEvg[lV O:1TOAOO-] . 

vcxt -ra o:y[ iJJKOVTCX Tfj o:pxfj 0:1)"[ 0200llev cxV-] 

50 TOIS ft \:I[iJJ "Ae '11)(o-oOs) E1200s [TTlV 21-J 

II 

42. The page (or leaf) number. 43. sc. ;rcxpayevollEvol (;rcxpaye on the pre-
ceding page). 48. 1. fJlliv. 
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Fragment 2 verso] 

UNKNOWN GOSPEL 

51 ANOIAN[ , JWN EMBPEIM[ 

EIDENA[ ]' TI MEKAI\EIT[ 

MATIYM[ J6ACKAI\ON' M[ 

ONTECQ[ J. rw· KAI\WC H[ 

55 MWNETI[ J . CENEI .. N' .[ 

TOCTOIC[ JECINAY. [ 

ME H[ ]AAYT. [ 

):<EIAn~[ ]AT· [ 

.. T .. [ 

JTWT .. W[ ]J;\TAKI\EICAN 

61 ]YlJQTETAKT N ]A6HI\WC 

] .... OBAPO .. YTOYACTJ;\TO 

]AlJQPHGENT4)N6EEKEI 

JTJPOCTO~ENONETJ . PWTHMA 

65 JEPIDATWNOiH[ ]. TAGH 

]XEII\OYCTOY'iO[ J. NOY 

JOY KAIEKTEINA[ JXEI 

]YTHN6~IAN[ ]~ICEN 

]AI KATEcnEIP[ JITON 

JON' KAITOTE[ JKATE 

JENO~Y 6WP' E~[ ]. NTHN 

]' KAIEIT. [ ]GHENW 

J~HrA[ JE. [ J .. PTJO 

]1)01\1\[ JEICXA 

75 JTA[ ]YTOYC' 

61. Only one of the dots (really a dash) over Y now remains. 6:2.. ~T. These 
letters are smudged; the first has, perhaps, been corrected. 71. It is conceivable 
that the point is accidental. 75. The point at the end is not certain, but the trace 
of ink visible does not appear to be part of C. 



Fragment 2 verso] 

UNKNOWN GOSPEL 

51 CxvOlav [aV-r]wv EIl13petll[ 11aCxlJevos] 

ehrev a[ v-roisJ' 'Ti Ile KcxAei'T[ e 'Tc.p 0"'1'6-] 

llCX'Tl VIl[ wv At]ACxaKcxAov' Il[ 1) &1<ov-] 

OVTes 9 [i\]~yu)" KcxAWS <H[a(a1)as nepi v-] 

55 Ilwv rn[pOJ'fCil'TeV)aev ei-ry-~v' 9 [i\aos oo-J 

'TOS 'ToiS [xeii\ ]eatv mrr[ wv TtIJWQ"lvJ 

lJe iJ [AE KapAiJa av-r~[ v n6ppoo emE-] 

);<.et em' ~[1J00 IJJcrrn[v lJe aE130V'TCXlJ 

~vr~[IlCX'Ta 

[. . . . . . ]'T~ T9-ry-~ [K] c;t:'TaKi\etaav-

61 [ ..... J \n:r9'TE'TCXKTc;t:[1] O:ATJi\OOS 

[ ...... J ... T9 13Cxpo~ c;t:tJ'TOV eXO"'1'c;t:To(v) 

[ ..... ] 6:-ry-9P11eEVT~v AE EKei-

[voov WS] 1!poS 'TO ~EVOV E-ry-~pcbT11lla 

65 [av-rov n]eplTTa'Twv 6 '111(aoOS) [EJc;nCxe11 

[rnt 'ToO] XEii\ovs TOV 'lo[pAJ*vov 

[noTall ]00 Kat EKTeiva[s 'TiJvJ Xei-

[pa aV-r0]0 'TT)V Ae~lav [ ... ]I;llaev 

[ .•.•. K]al KCX'TEO"TTelp,[ev rn]i 'TOV 

70 [ ...... Jov· Kai 'T6Te [ .•.. J KCX'Te-

[ ...... ]evoy yAwp' ey[ .. J. v TT)V 

[ .......... J Kat En . [ .. ]611 EVcb-

[mov aV-roov EJ~TJya[ y Jey [AE] ~c;t:p-ry-o (v) 

[ .....•..• . ]-ry-oi\i\[ . ..•.. ] eis xa-

75 [ ...•....... ]'Ta[ ....••. ]VTOVS· 

13 
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Fragment 3 verso] 

J • TTAPH 

]CEAN 

JAYTOY 

JtlMENOC 

80 ]ElilWC 

Fragment 3 recto] ENECA[ 

MENWTT[ 

C;:OYCEIC[ 

85 KTEINW[ 

~ErEI' O[ 

[.]~[ .• J •• [ 

Fragment 4 recto] Blank 

Fragment 4 verso] ]<;:[ 

]tll) • 

8z. N possibly corrected to or from IT. 
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Fragment 3 verso] 

76 ] • TICXPTl 

]S- sCxv 

] cWrov 

JUIJEVOS-

80 ] eiAOOS 

JU1)"· 

Fragment 3 recto] evecrcx[ 

IJEvU) TI[ 

9"0VS els- [ arro-J 

85 KTeivc.v[ crlV 

~Eyet· o[ 

[.]~[ .• J •. [ 

Fragment 4 recto J Blank 

Fragment 4 verso J J9"[ 



( 16 ) 

COMMENTARY 
2-4. The meaning of this sentence must apparently be that Jesus has committed no crime 
which could bring Him within the reach of the laws. He is contrasting Himself in this 
respect with those who have broken the laws, and it is likely that this is an imperative 
sentence. The unjust person contrasted with Jesus must be TC>V 1TCCPcmpOO"O"OVTCC. The 
word (which does not occur in the N.T.) has more than one sense, but the only one 
~uitable here is to 'act unjustly, esp. exact money illegally' (L. and S). There would be 
a point in selecting extortion as typical (cf. Luke iii. 13 1l112.ev 1TAEov 1Tccpa TO AICCTETCCYIlEVOV 
\lIlIV 1TpOo"o"ETEj xviii. II OVK Eilll WO"1TEP 01 Aomol TWV avepc.:moov, O:p1TCCYES, CX1.IKoI, KTA. j 

Matt. xxiii. 25 EO"oo6EV 2.1: YSlloVO"IV E~ ap1Tccyi]s Kccl &.<pCCO"{ccs), but here a more general 
sense is preferable. The verb 1TCCpcmpOO"O"oo is used absolutely in B.G.U. 340,25 and 
in Plutarch, Agis, 16 (in W. Chrest. 238, 6 it is used in the passive, of the persons 
upon whom extortion is practised). Here, too, it is probably absolute, so that we may with 
some confidence read after it [Kccl avo]lloV. But what of the rest of the sentence? The 
idea at first suggested itself that something like 'hand over (e.g. 1TCCp02.0TE) the wrong
doer and transgressor and not me to the lawyers' was intended j for the VOIlIKO{ (the word 
seems to be more or less synonymous with ypccllllCC"TEiS), 'among their other functions, 
acted as judges (see E. Schiller, Gesch. d. jiidischen Volkes3 , ii. 3I8-19). This, however, 
seems strained and improbable. It is likelier that the lawyers are the people addressed. 
Apart from other considerations this 'makes an effectiv~ antithesis with the apxoVTES. 
Jesus addresses to the lawyers an observation which concerns a point of law but appeals 
to the Pharisees (apxovTES, a word somewhat loosely used in the N.T., probably denotes 
in this place some of the leading Pharisees) on the matter of His mission and status. 
(It may be objected that since the apxoVTes were probably members of the Sanhedrin, on 
which there were also scribes or lawyers, the two classes can hardly be contrasted, but 
cf. Acts iv. 5 TOVS apxoVTccs Kccl TOVS 1TpEO"/3VTEpovs Kccl TOVS YPCCIlIlCCTEis.) Hence we require 
here the idea of punishing or proceeding against. KCC"Tcx2.IKo-13ETE 1TO]VTCX (cf. Matt. xii. 7 
OUK <'Xv KCC"TeL.IKOO"CCTE TOVS WCCIT{OVS) would give a rather long supplement in 1. 2 j and though 
letters are frequently cramped and reduced in size at the ends oflines, KOA~eTE (cf. Acts iv. 
21 TO 1TWS KOAaO"OOVTaI) certainly suits the space better. This would give a text something like 
6 2.e '[11 ( O"oiis) [or Kccl] e11TEVJ Tois VOIlIKO[iS' KOAal3ETE 1TOJVTCC TOV 1TCCpCC1TpOO"O"[ OVTCC I Kcxl avo ]IlOV 
Kccl 11ft EIlE. 
4 f. The reading at the end of 1. 4 is quite uncertain and the sense obscure. The sentence 
no doubt continues the remark of Jesus which began in 1. 2. The little that remains of the 
letter before the lacuna is curved,like e, 0, or 0" j the reading CCI isfairlyprobable(orccp) j what 
follows might be e (or cc), for there is a horizontal stroke extended far into the margin. 
In the next line the reading in the middle is by no means certain j 1!OIem oos is also possible, 
though less likely than VOlE! VOO$'. Not much is left of the first visible letter, but what 
remains Milne would take as v, and he suggests, exempli gratia, some such reading as 
TO epyo]v 0 1TOIEi 1TWS 1TOIEi; It is, however, difficult to connect this with the context, 
and moreover the small relic of a stroke joining the visible hasta of the first letter appears 
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to be drawn upwards, as for IJ, not downwards, as for v. Usually the last stroke of IJ is 
curved to join the following letter, not almost straight, as here, but compare the IJ of 1l0V 

in 1. 4, which is not dissimilar. The only words ending in -1l0TrOIEU> seem to be o:cr\YIJOTrOIEU>, 
TrOAEIlOTrOIEU>, VOIJOTrOIEU>, 6ECTIJOTrOIEU>, KoaIJOTrOIEu>. The first can obviously be ruled out, and 
the second and last are quite inappropriate here. The other two are not inconsistent 
with the setting, but VOIlOTrOU~U> occurs only in Hesychius, 6ealloTroll~U> only in Euripides 
(and Hesychius). 'When a law-giver makes laws, how does he make them?' is con
ceivable but unlikely, and it would certainly be more satisfactory to read v but for the 
palaeographical difficulty. Or perhaps I linked to a preceding letter might be read. 6 yap 

avolJos oUt< oTAev 0 TrOIEi TrWs Trolei (Kenyon) gives a good sense but cannot be fitted in; 
9 [Tr]c;rp'c;r[TrPCxCTCTU>],! also gives too long a supplement. 

6. TOUS] &[p]~ovTas TOVAaov: apxovTES, in the sense here intended, occur several times in 
the Gospels, whether in the singular or the plural, but the phrase apxovTES' TOV Aaov is 
found only in Acts iv. 8 (apxoVTes TOV Aaov Kal Trpeaf3lrrEpOI; in Acts xxiii. 5 the singular, 
apxovTa TOV Aaov aov, occurs in a quotation from the O.T.). 

7-10. Cf. John v. 39 epavvCiTe TaS' ypacpCxS', chi vlleiS AOKEiTe EV OIiTaiS' 3U>f}V alwvlov Exelv, Kai 
EKeivai elalv at llapTVpovCTal mpl ElloV. The verbal differences are interesting, for these very 
differences are attested in one form of the 'Western' text. In a, b, syr.cu , after the text 
as given above, occur the words t'n qut'bus putatis vos vt'tam habere; hae (haec b) sunt quae de 
me testificantur; arm, ff2 have the first clause only. This 'doublet' reading can be accounted 
for in one of two different ways. Both readings may have been current in different manu
scripts of John, and a commentator may have added the second in the margin of the 
archetype from which the manuscripts showing the doublet were ultimately derived, 
later scribes having unintelligently incorporated it into the text side by side with the rival 
reading; or he may have quoted the words from the Gospel represented by 1 as a parallel 
to the J ohannine version, with a similar result. If the first explanation be adopted, the 
presence of the reading in so early a text as 1 gives it a strong claim to preference; but 
the second is much more likely, and the interesting conclusion is that the present Gospel 
was current in the circle from which the text seen in the manuscripts referred to ultimately 
came. Where this circle is to be located can hardly be determined, but the fact that the 
doublet reading occurs, on the one hand in Latin, and on the other in Syriac and Armenian 
manuscripts, but in no Greek texts, may indicate that it was outside Egypt, perhaps in 
Syria. In the version of the saying here found Epavvfue is clearly imperative. 

10-14. Cf. John v. 45 1J1) AOKEiTE chi eyw KCXTTlyopi)au> VllwV TrPOS TOV 7TCXTEpa' ECTTlV 6 
KaTTjYOpwv vllooV Mu>vcriis. els OV vllEiS liMrlKaTE. The readings tjA60v KCXTTlyopfjaa\ and lJov 

after TraTspa are not recorded in the apparatus of Tischendorf, von Soden, or Wordsworth 
and White. 

15-17. Cf. John ix. 29 (the man born blind) TJlleis olAalJev chi Mu>vaeiAeMATjKeV 6 6e6S', TOVTOV 
AE oUt< olAallEV Tr66ev ECTT{V. A has EACxATjC"ev, as here; see, too, von Soden's apparatus. The 
space between e and olAallEV is rather large for v, but Tj cannot be read for E and there 
is certainly not room for IlEIS, so that EO seems assured. 8[TI] cannot be read, as E is certain. 

D 
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20. Perhaps there occurred here some remark about Tt /3cxcr ]f~~~[ cx TWV ovpcxvwv. 

22-4. For this attempt to stone Jesus cf. John viii. 5911pcxv oOv AI60vs IVCX /3McucriV hr' cxVTOV, 
and x. 31 e/3oerTCXcrcxv lTMIV Ai60vs ol 'IOVACXiol ivcx AI6CxcrcucrIV cxVTOV. For ~!, of which only 
the bottoms of the letters remain, !':' could also be read, which would yield M cx AI6ocrcu-]cr![v, 

and thus require a word like e/3aerTcxcrcxv or l1pcxv before AfeovS; but ~! is the likelier. If it 
is correct, we must suppose some such reading as crvve/3ovAevcrcxVTo (Kenyon) T4l 0XAct> IVCX 
/3CXerTOcrCXVTES A{6ovS 01-\00 KTA. (01-\00 probably going with /3CXerTocrcxv-res rather than with 
AI6ocrcuc}"Jv). Of the letter read as B in the diplomatic transcript only a horizontal stroke 
below the line remains, and the only letters possible are therefore f3 or ~ (A and 3 also have a 
horizontal stroke at the foot, but they do not come below the line). To read NCXerTocrcxvlTe"] 

A160vs, however, makes too short a supplement in 1. 23, whereas with f?[ CXerTalcrcxvTes] we 
have too short a supplement in 1. 22. To insert TOS before AI60vs would make the former 
division unobjectionable, and though TOS is not wholly satisfactory it may perhaps be 
accepted as a pis aller; the article might be used to suggest 'the stones which were lying 
there'. Or something like Matt. iii. 9, Luke iii. 8 AVVCXTCXI 0 6eos EK TWV Al6cuv TOVTCUV eye'i
PCXI TEKVCX T4l 'A/3pcxoll may even have preceded. 

24-9' As at present mounted a small piece of papyrus containing AON in 1. 24, NOI in 
1. 25, and mAP in 1. 26 is crushed up too close to the main fragment, so that A, N, and I 
appear incomplete. For the text of 11. 24--9 cf. the following passages: John vii. 30 E3T\TOVV 
oOv cxVTOV 1TI0crCXI, KCX\ oVAelS' ETref3cxAev ElT' cxVTOV TT}V xeipcx, <'hi OVlTCU EATjAV6e1 (1-·ar. leet. 
eA1;Av6ev) Tt wpcx cxVTOO; vii. 44 TIVES AE ,,6eAov'e~ cxVTWV 1TI0crCXI aVTov, MA' oVAels ef3cxAEV ElT' 

cxVTOV Tas Xeipcxs; X. 39 E3tiTOVV oOV exliTov lTIocrCX1, Kal E~fjA6ev EK Tfjs Xelpos cxVTWV. In all three 
passages (except perhaps the last) mCxscu seems to denote the same action as ElTIf3aAAelV Tas 
xeipas ElTi ; here the rulers laid hands on Him as a prelude to (or part of) the action of 
lTICxcrCX1. The supplement at the end of l. 26 and beginning of 1. 27 is difficult. The 
natural reading is lTCXPcxAIAWcrlV, and at first this was actually read, but the letter at 
the beginning of 1. 27 looks more like A than A, and prolonged examination with a magnify
ing glass fails to reveal any trace of the bottom stroke of A or definite evidence that the 
ink has disappeared. Besides this, to read lTCXp,[ cx2!!I~[wcrIV] gives a rather short supplement 
at the end of 1. 26 and an awkwardly long one in the lacuna in l. 27. The visible traces 
in l. 27 are not quite at the edge of the column, and A, though not quite impossible, is 
not a very likely reading. One would expect exliTov to occur; but it is quite impossible to 
read lTap.[Awcrlv cxV]IT<?[v]. It is just possible that the letter is cu, written rather large at 
the beginning of the line and therefore unlike any other cu in formation, and that the 
true reading is lTcxP.[ CXAWcrlV] I w[ O"TE], but this is not satisfactory, either palaeographically 
or in sense. The explanatory use (as it may be called) of WerTe is common enough in 
documentary papyri (e.g. P. Hib. 43, 13 lTcxpa KcxAA1KAEOVS ••• WerTS npCUTOI-\c'x)(CU1; P. Teb. 
112,77 NavCUl WerTS Tfjl \J1Toyp(cxcpfjl); P. Flor. 223, 3-7 lTcxpacrxeS' T4l Aeivcx WerTE ToiS' TcxVp01S 
cxVTOO XOpTOV), but it does not seem to occur in the N.T., and it is hardly needed here. 
On the whole, it is perhaps best to suppose that the ink of the bottom stroke of A, which 
would run along a projecti~g fibre of papyrus, has been rubbed off. lTCXPcxAlAOVCXI is 
certainly supported by the lTCXpcxAocrecus of 1. 29. 
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29. TrapcxA9[ O"eoos: the word nowhere occurs in the N.T. in the sense of 'betrayal' but only 
in that of 'tradition'. 

30-1. Cf. Luke iv. 30 cx\rros AS Alei\6wv AICX !lEO"ou cx\rrwv ETrOpruETO. In John viii. 59 several 
manuscripts add the same reading or a variation of it (so, too, the 'Western' texts, e.g. 
D, et trans£ens per medium eorum £bat sic), and cf. also John x. 39 Kai e~fji\6Ev EK TfjS 
XEIPOS cx\rrWv. The verb a-rrOVEVOO nowhere occurs in the N.T., but WEVOO does, John 
v. 13. 

32 ff. This incident may well be that recorded in Matt. viii. 2-4, Mark i. 40-4, Luke v. 
12-14 (not in John), but the details given differ strikingly. From a comparison of the 
three Synoptic versions, which are printed below (p. 27), it will be seen that they agree 
throughout in substance (apart from the presence or absence of such vivid details as 
Mark's o"Tri\ayxVIcr6Eis or E!l13pl!lllO"a!lEVOS cx\rr0 or Luke's mO"wv eTrl TrpoO"OOTrov) and largely 
in wording. It is clear that they represent but a single tradition, whereas the present 
Gospel differs so widely as to suggest a different source entirely, unless, indeed, we are 
to suppose that the writer was freely embroidering the story he had found in the Synoptic 
writers; but this seems improbable. For a general discussion of the passage see below, 
pp. 33-4. As regards details, the beginning Kai iAOV i\ETrPOS TrpoO"ei\6wv cxlrr0 agrees verbally, 
except for the (restored) cx\rr0, with Matthew; but in the style of the Gospels there are 
only a limited number of ways of beginning an episode such as this, and the agreement 
may be accidental; moreover 1 differs in 11. 38-9 from Matthew, agreeing more nearly, 
though only partially, with Luke. Apart from the leper's statement as to the origin of his 
leprosy, which is quite novel, the differences of 1 from the unanimous testimony of the 
Synoptists are as follows: nothing is said as to the leper making obeisance to Jesus 
(Matt. TrpoO"oolvEl, Mark YOVVlTETWV, Luke TrEO"WV eTrl Trp0O"OOTrov); he addresses Jesus by 
name, which he does not do in the Synoptic story (Matt. and Luke K&PIE ; Mark no address) ; 
it is not stated that Jesus stretched out His hand and touched him; Jesus is at this point 
referred to as 6 KUPIOS (not named in Mark and Luke; Matt. 6 'I11O"ouS); the concluding 
remark of Jesus is clearly different in wording and, if the conjectural restoration here 
adopted is at all correct, appears to agree with Luke xvii. 14, the healing of the ten 
lepers: TrOpev6EVTES ETi1Aei~aTE eal.lTovs Tois !EpEUO"lV •. In view of the isolation of lepers en
joined by Jewish law the statement of the leper that he had consorted with lepers is 
surprising; but the quarantine regulations were so well known that this detail is an 
argument rather for authenticity than for invention on the part of the writer. See the 
note on 1. 51. 

33. AIACxO"KcxAE '111 (O"ou) : Jesus is often enough addressed in the canonical Gospels as 
AIAaO"KaAe, but the present form of address (cf. also 1. 45) is quite unparalleled there. The 
words are to be taken together, not separately (AIAaO"Kai\E, 'I11O"ou); cf. E. Schiirer, op. cit., 
it 3I5-I~ . 

34. The space hardly admits of a third verb compounded with O"W- in the lacuna, and the 
insertion of cx\rrois is quite consistent with the style. 
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35. EA[rnpl1ercx]: this verb does not occur in the N.T., but it seems all but certain here; 
i:A[iJAvecx TIp os ere] is very unlikely in view of the Kcxt cxV-ros EYcb and is in any case too long. 
There is also a form AETIpoOcrecxt, but it is attested only in the perfect passive participle, 
AEAE1TPCUIlEvOS (4 Kings v. I, 27; xv. 5), except in P. Holm. 3, 16 (AETIpOVTCXt). 

39. 0 AS K(VptO)S]: 'll1(eroOs) AS or 0 AS 'ITJ(croOs) is of course equally likely. 

42. This is the number of the page or leaf or quire. In the Beatty papyri it is always the 
page that is numbered (Kenyon). The long horizontalline which is all that remains gives 
a choice between cx, less likely ~, y, e, ~,perhaps 3, e, K, S. There may of course have been 
a preceding letter. 

43 f. E~[ETcxer]T1Koos: a dubious reading, and the word does not occur in the N.T., but 
the remains certainly suggest it, and it suits the space. 

45-7. Cf. John iii. 2 (the a:PXcuv TooV 'lovAcxicuv), pcx~~ef. 01ACXllEV o-n chro eeoO i;AiJAvecxs 2.12.Cx
CTKCXAOS' ou2.Els YO:P AVVCXTCXl TexiiTcx TO: CTTlllEicx TIOlsiv ex crV TI01E1S. ECxv Ill] ~ 0 eEOS IlET' cxV-r00; 
x. 25 TO: gpycx ex EyOO TIOloo EV TCj) CVOIlCXTI TOO -rrCXTPOS Ilov, TexiiTcx IlCXpTVpEI mpl slloO. 

47-50. On the restoration of these lines depends the interpretation of the whole passage 
and the question whether we are here confronted with a variant version of the temptation 
of the Herodians. Before discussing the possibilities it is perhaps well to put down the 
various forms of this incident in the three Synoptic Gospels: 

Matt. xxii. 16-21. Kcxi chro
CTTEAAOVcrlV cx\rrCj) TOVS Ilcx6TJ
TO:S cxV-rWV [sc. TooV ct>cxpt
crcxlcuv] IlETO: TWV 'HPCUA1CXVooV 
ASYOVTCXS' 2.t2.aCTKexAE, olAcxllEV 
(hI eXATJ6ijS eI KCXt Ti]v OAOV 
TOO eEOO EV O:Al1eEI<t 2.IACxCTKE1S, 
Kcxl OU IlEAEI erol TIEpl OVAEVOS, 
ou yap ['AEm1S Eis TIpocrCUTIOV 
o:vepcbTIcuv' EiTIOV oQv itlliv, Ti 
erol 2.oKEi; ESEcrTtV 2.oVvoo 
Kf\verov KcxiercxpI il 0(/; yvovs 
AS 0 '(TJeroOS Ti]v TIovTJplcxv 
CXUTWV EITIEv' TI IlS TIEtP~ETE, 
VrroKPlTCX!; Em2.siSCXTE 1101 TO 
VOllterllCX TOO KiJVcrOV. 01 AS 
TIpocriJVeyKCXV cxV-rCj) 2.l1vaPlov. 
Kcxl AEyet cxV-roIS 0 'ITJeroOs' T!
vos it SiKOOV cx\iTTJ Kcxl it em
ypcxcpiJ; AEyoverlv; Kcxlercxpos. 
TOTe AEyet cx\rroiS' chr02.0TE 
06v TO: Kcxiercxpos Kcxlercxpt KCXt 
TO: TOO eEOO TCj) eECj). 

Mark xii. 13-17. Kcxi chro
CTTEAAovcrtV TIPOS cxV-rov TtVO:S 
TWV ct>cxptercx!cuv Kcxl TooV 'Hpcu-
2.lcxvwV, ivcx MOV aypev
ercuertv A6y'tl. Kcxl EAeOVTES 
AEyovcrtV exV-rCj)' 2.tACxCTKCXAe, 
OIACXIlEV OTt O:ATJel]S EI Kcxl OU 
IlEAEt erot mpl oU2.EVOs· OU yo:p 
!3Arnets els TIpocrCUTIOV O:v
epcbTIcuv, 6;AA' ETI' eXATJeefcxs 
Tl]V OAOV TOO eeoO AIACxCTKStS' 
e~sCTTlV Ki'jvcrov Kcxlcrcxpl AOVvCXt 
ii ou; 2.WIlEV ii Ill] 2.WIlEVi o2.e 
IAOOV exV-roov Ti]v VrroKplerlV 
clmv MoiS' T! Ile TIStp~ETe; 
CPEPETE 1l0t 2.TJVCxptoV 'ivcx IAcu. 
01 2.s T\VEYKCXV. Kcxi ASyEI cxIi
Tols' Tlvos it SIKOOV cx\iTTJ Kcxl 
it emypcx<piJ; 01 Ae ElTICXV 
M4J' Kcx!ercxpos. 0 Ae '!TJerous 
Elmv MOIS' TO: Kcxicrcxpos 
chrOAOTE Kcxlercxpt Kcxl TO: TOO 
eeoO .T4J es4J. 

Luke xx. 20-5. Kcxl TICXPCXTTJ
piJercxvTes O:7rECTTE1ACXV EvKCX
ehovs \/71"OKptVOIlEvOVS ECXV
TOVS 2.tKcxiovs sivcxl, 'ivcx emAa
~CUVTCXI MOO AOYOV, WCTTe 
TICXPcxAOOVCXI cx\rrov Tfj apxfj 
Kcxi Tij E~OVcr!<t TOU i)YSlloVOS. 
Kcxl ETITJpcbT1lcrcxv MOV AE
YOVTES' 2.tACxCTKCXAE, oiAcxllev 
OTt cpews AEyEtS Kcxi AtACxCTKEtS 
Kcxt OU ACXIl!3O:vE1S -rrp6crCUTIOV, 
eXAA' eTI' eXAl1eE!CXS Ti]v OAOV 
TOO eeou At2.6:CTKEtS· eSECTTIV 
i)llaS KCX!crcxPl <popov Aoiivcxt ii 
0(/; KCXTcxvoiJcrCXS2.EexV-rWVTl]V 
TICXVOvpy!cxv EITIEV TIp aS CXII
TOVS' AE!~CXTe 1l0t 2.l1V6:Pl0V. 
Tlvos eXEt EIKOVCX Kcxi emypcx
<piJv; 01 2.e elTIcxv' Kcx!crcxpos. 
o 2.E elTIEV TIPOS MOVS' TO!VVV 
chr02.0TE TO: Kcx!ercxpos Kcxi
crcxpt Kcxt TO: TOO eeou T4J ee4J. 
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Here again the three accounts are essentially the same, differing only in minor details 
of wording and arrangement, except that St. Luke does not identify the questioners with 
the Herodians and the disciples of the Pharisees. When the Synoptic story is compared 
with the incident in 1, however 11. 48 and 49 be restored, the differences are seen to be 
great, indeed radical; but there are certain resemblances. . In both we get a body of 
people 'tempting' Jesus with a question; in both he is addressed as 'teacher' (in 1 211:A0:01<cxAS 
'1110'00); in both the inquirers begin with a compliment and a hypocritical testimony to 
His qualifications for giving an answer; in both the question begins 'is it lawful?'; in both 
it somehow concerns the ~ecular goverrunent (in the Synoptists Caesar, in 1 the vaguer 
'kings'); in both Jesus perceives the guile of the question; and in both He begins with a 
counter-question indicating His perception (in Luke this is omitted). But in 1, so far as 
preserved, no answer is given, and instead Jesus inveighs against the Jews in words of 
Isaiah quoted by Matthew and Mark in a quite different context. 

This said by way of preface, the details must be discussed. In the first place, the reading 
after 11I.\EIV is very difficult. What appears is a well-defined loop, like a small omicron 
rather above the proper position. It is like no other letter in the papyrus, but most 
resembles the top loop of a, which its position also suits, thus suggesting the interrogative 
particle apa, or rather, in view of the space, ap'; but nothing can be seen of the lower part 
of that letter, and there is no indication that the surface of the papyrus has been seriously 
damaged. Mter considerable hesitation it has seemed best to take it as a point, which has 
assumed the present form owing to the peculiarity in the scribe's pen alluded to above 
(p. 7), the point having opened and made two marks (forming a circle) instead of one. 
That (3cxASVO'[ is (3aO'IAevO'I is certain, and it seems almost equally certain that val must 
be part of the infinitive of a verb. The question therefore arises whether the dative, 
Tois (3aO'lAsvO'I, is governed by E~OV or by this verb; in other words, whether the question is: 
'is itlawful for kings to ... ?' or, 'is it lawful to [give?] to kings?' Only in the second case 
is there even a prima facie case for connecting the passage with the temptation of the 
Herodians. 

The next problem is what is to be read at .he end of 1. 49. Clearly TOIS is the end of 
a word which began in 1. 49; and as OIS is certain and the letters before the lacuna in 
1. 49 are clearly not av, we cannot anywhere read cxlrrWV. The last letter visible in 1. 49 
gave a good deal of trouble at first, till Mr. Milne recognized that the character is the 
first half of 11", with the end of the preceding a intersecting it and turned almost vertically 
upwards. Once seen, the reading CXTI" is clear; for similar examples see ayap in 1. 46, 
where the a turns up, coalescing with the down-stroke of y, or the a11" of 1. 39, where 
the a turns upwards through the 11" as in this case, though the fact is there less obvious 
because the up-stroke coincides with the first down-stroke of 11". In II. 47-9 rather more 
is preserved on the right edge of the leaf than elsewhere; hence no very long supple
ment is possible. 

Any attempt to restore what is lost or to interpret the passage must start from a recogni
tion of the fact (1) that the question is intended to embroil Jesus with the secular authorities 
(WCTTS 11"apcxAOVVal cxlrrOV Tfj apxfj as St. Luke puts it) and (2) that, though general in form 
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(l3cccrti\eis), it must have some particular reference. The authorities concerned are no doubt 
either the Roman governor or Herod. If it be the former, I3ccO"Ii\evO"I is an indirect way of 
referring to the Emperor. The analogies already noted with the Synoptic account of the 
Herodians' question favour this; and the form of the question, though more general than 
the Synoptic version, may be made to agree with it in essence if, following a brilliant 
suggestion by Mr. C. W. Brodribb of The Times, we end the sentence at CxpxiJ and make 
crn[ part of the verb Cx-rroAIAOOl-lI. In Mark's version the question is in two parts, the second 
being AWJ.lEV 1'1 J.ll] AWJ.leVj In 1. 50 here C?[v] was at first read; but I,I[ is really a likelier 
reading than C?[, and 1:1[1')] suits the space better. Hence the supplement adopted in the 
text, which is in substance that of Mr. Brodribb, may be regarded as all but certain. 

50 f. A1JavolCCV: it would be rather more in accordance with ordinary practice to divide 
AICxlv01CCV. It is therefore possible that we should read OvOlCCV, for which see Luke vi. II 
a\J"rol AS ETIi\f)cr6TJO"cxv &voias, Ked Alei\ai\ovv TIpOS ai\i\f)i\ovS TI <Xv TIOIf)O"aIEV T4'> , Jr]O"oO. This 
would, however, give a rather short supplement in 1. 50. 

51. EJ.ll3pellJ[TJO"CxlJevos]: this passage gives strong support to the interpretation of ElJl3pllJCxolJal 

as 'to be moved with indignation'; see Moulton and Milligan, Vocab. of the Greek Testa
ment, s.v. The verb is, however, a somewhat mysterious one; why, for example, was 
Jesus EIJ13P1IJTJO"CxIJEvoS in the case of the leper (Mark i. 43)? (D, a, fIZ and the Diatessaron 
have 0pylcr6efs for O"TIAayxvlcr6Eis in v. 41; see A. E. J. Rawlinson, The Gospel acc. to St. 
Mark, p. 21.) Perhaps it refers to any strong emotional disturbance, whether of indigna
tion or otherwise (so in John xi. 33, Kenyon); but in Mark i. 43 it may denote indignation, 
if it be supposed that Jesus was angry with the man for breaking the law by consorting 
with lepers. If this (rather dubious) suggestion be accepted, the case for the authenticity 
of the saying recorded in 11. 33-6 is strengthened. The Marcan version in fact is incom
plete without the detail which 1 supplies. Since W omits the words Kccl EIJ13P1IJTJO"CxIJevoS ••. 

a\J"rov, it looks as if some difficulty were felt. 

52-4. For the thought cf. Luke vi. 46 Tl AE IJE KaAeiTE' tWPIE KVPIE, Kal OV TI01EiTE 8: i\EyOO; 

and see, too, xviii. 19 Tf IJE i\EyE1S aycc66v; Neither is an exact parallel. The second is 
indeed in reply to a question but is not part of such a reproach as is implied in 1Jl] <lKO\lOVTES 

8 i\eyoo; the first parallels the thought but occurs in a different context, appearing in St. 
Luke's version of the Sermon on the Mount, as a variant form of Matt. vii. 21 ov TIas 

6 i\Eyoov IJOI KVP1E tWple, eiO"ei\EvO"ETc(t EIS Tljv l3aO"Ii\eiccv TWV ovpcxvwv, ai\i\' 6 TIOIWV TO 6Ei\TJIJCC TOO 

TIecTPOS J.lOV TOO EV Tois ovpccvois. It is conceivable that the Lucan version, which fits 
into its context.1ess smoothly than that of St. Matthew, may be due to contamination 
by the saying here recorded. It may be remarked that EV T4'> O"TOlJecTl occurs in Isaiah 
xxix. 13 in the clause immediately preceding the passage quoted in the Gospels. The 
words here may be a reminiscence of that; hence EV should perhaps be supplied, but T4'> 

O"TOlJecTl alone suits the space better. 

54-9' This passage is quoted in Matt. xv. 7-9, Mark vii. 6-7 in a different context 
(the eating ~th unwashen hands); see below, p. 34. Here the VrroKpITai is omitted, the 
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wording of the preface to the quotation is different, and the quotation itself differs from 
the Synoptic version: XE{AEalv cx\rrWV Tlllwalv IlE replaces XEiAEaiv IlE TIIl~ (the former is the 
LXX version; TlllwalV seems necessitated by the space); it seems probable that Ilcn"v IlE 
ae!3oVTat, which suits the space better, was written for 1lcX-rT)V AS ae!3oVTo{ IlE; and EVTCcAllaTO 

was certainly placed in a different order. 

60-75. This is the only passage to which no even possible parallel can be found in the 
canonical Gospels, which therefore supply no help towards filling up the lacunae; and 
unfortunately this is the page in which the surface of the papyrus is in the worst con
dition. Consequently there is considerable doubt as to both the nature of the incident 
recorded and several of the individual readings. The question is discussed in the 
note on 1. 62. 

60. 'T(~n:rCfl: the w is certain, but the other letters are all extremely dubious. If the down
stroke read as T is correct (it is perhaps rather too far from the preceding w) the space for 
011" is none too big. [1<]c;rraKAElaaY is hardly to be avoided, and the participle, in view of the 
highly probable YVC;lTETat<!C;X[I], is perhaps more likely to be a genitive absolute than a nomi
native. It may be either singular or plural; it is hardly possible to say which until a 
clearer understanding of the context has been reached. 

61. Y1)"OTETOI<"fC;X[I]: though very little of the v remains, it is rendered all but certain by a 
stroke above it, which must be part of the diaeresis. The following 11" is highly probable, 
and the 'Tet[l] at the end is suggested by the traces. 

62. This seems likely to be the ~Evov empWTTJllo of 1. 64. The traces at the beginning are 
not unsuitable to AI]~ 'T~, though the space is a little large for aTITO. Mr. Milne and 
Sir Frederic Kenyon have suggested some restorations and interpretations, here and in 
what follows, which, while they must be regarded with scepticism as they stand, do 
certainly make excellent sense of the passage and may lead to the final solution. Milne 
would compare the incident with Christ's saying in John xii. 24 O:Ilf}V O:Ilf}V AEyW vlliv, EcXv 
Ilf} 6 I<OICl(OS TOU ahov mawv Eis Tilv yfjv o:rr06w'IJ, cx\rroo; lloVOS IlEvEI' EcXv AI: &-rro6w'IJ, 11"OAVv 

I<oprrov <pepEI. The word !3apos may, he suggests, have the sense 'abundance' (see L. and 
S., s.v., and cf. 2 Cor. iv. 17 oiwVIOV !3apos A6~T)s); and in 1. 63 y{VETOI may perhaps be 
restored, while in 1. 62 he proposes, e.g., Tij yfj. We thus get some such sense as '[When 
they (or ye, Kenyon)] have shut [the seed in a hidden] place, [when] it is put out of sight 
[in the earth], what causes its abundance to become too great to measure?' What follows 
is an illustration of this. In 1. 68 either [eye]lJlaEV (Milne) or [Ei<o]lllaEv (Kenyon) is probable, 
and in 1. 69 aiTov (or aiTo) might perhaps be restored (O"TrEPIlO seems too long), and perhaps 
[rroToll]OV in 1. 70. Later on Milne suggests [AO!3WV] l<aTE[O"TrOPI-l]Evov VAWpI ev[l T]nV ¥fjv 

[l<aTe!3oAEv] (or EO"TrEIPev)' 1<01 Err~[Tja]6T) (,germinated', 'was quickened'). 
Attractive as the idea is, several of the actual readings proposed do not inspire confidence. 

The relation of l<aTat<AElaaY- to VrrOTETat<TOI is not very happy and the sense given to the 
latter, especially in conjunction with Tfj yfj (there is not room for EV), is unsatisfactory. 

I So too Kenyon. 
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The sowing of the corn on the river is at least unexpected; and the phrase ACXI300V KCXTEa-rrCXp
IlEVOV v:Awp is highly objectionable. a-rrefpw, like our 'sow', can be used of either the seed or 
the earth in which it is sown, and KCXTEa-rrcxPIlEVTJ OrEa-rrCXPIlEvTJ is a well-known category of land 
in Egyptian land-registers; but it is a very different thing to apply the participle to water. 
Moreover, the sense postulated seems to require either the partitive genitive (or an equi
valent) or at the very least the article T6. Could a Greek ever have expressed 'he took 
(some of) the water on which seed had been sown' by SACXl3ev KCXTEa-rrCXPIlEvOV v:Awp? Again. 
while the passive of TIillTIATJllt could mean 'to conceive' when used of a female animal, it 
does not seem clear that it could be applied to seed-corn or to land; and everywhere in 
the N.T. it means either 'to be fulfilled' or 'to be filled with' something. Lastly, the 
reading EV[l T]tV y,fjv, though at first adopted, is considerably less probable than that 
printed in the text. Nevertheless, Milne's and Kenyon's suggestions may be on the right 
lines as regards the general interpretation of the incident. 

64. vwv is inadequate to fill the space. TICwTWV would be too long after it, and hence ws, 
which suits the space, is read, with some hesitation. 

66. 'lo[p:AJ~ou: the certain 10 and vou (of cx only a mere speck remains) put the reading 
beyond reasonable doubt. [TIOTCXIl]OU, which just suits the space, follows naturally; cf. 
Matt. iii. 6, Mark i. 5 EV T41 'lop:AavlJ TIOTcxll41. 

71. eye .. ] . v 11lV : if the first word is a verb it must be very short, e.g. E'![fiK]~V. Whatever 
supplements may be adopted it seems impossible to end a clause with v:Awp as the 
point suggests. If not accidental (see critical note) it may be stichometrical; Milne 
suggests that the punctuation is by K{SACX. But if so, it does not seem to be carried out 
consistently. 

72. eTI. [ •• J6TJ: presumably a verb. The trace of ink after TI, which rather suggests I 
(difficult here), would well suit Milne's A. Kenyon suggests ETITI[p]6TJ. 

73. EJ~TjyCX[yJey: not certain, for the ~ is not very good and there is little space for y, but 
palaeographically possible, and it seems to be imposed by the letters which are certain. 

~~pv6(v): palaeographically likely, but by no means certain. 

74. Cf. John xvi. 20 w..A' ti AVTITJ UIlWV sis xcxpav yevTjocrcxI, but it is too hazardous to 
connect this passage with that. eis xcxpav is, however, likely enough. If so, this may be 
part of a speech of Jesus, e.g. TIOAA[oiS SCTTCXI] sis xcxpav (cf. Luke ii. 10 ruCXYYeAI30llCXI vlliv 
xcxpav IlEYcXATJV, liTIS SCTTCX\ TIcxnl T41 ACX41). 

76-87. It is just possible that this fragment should be placed above fragment I, giving 
the upper right portion of the first page, the upper left portion of the second. The con
tents suit this position fairly well. In II. 76-8r we should then have the preliminaries 
to the conversation recorded on page I: Jesus is apparently conversing with his inter
locutors, and knowing (sl:Aoos, 1. 80) their intentions against him, we may suppose, he 
addresses to them (the vOIlIKol) the remark recorded in 11. 2-5. Ll. 82-7 well suit the 
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transition to page 2: the rulers, infuriated by what Jesus has said (for this see also the 
note on 1. 83), resolve to kill Him (1. 85). Jesus makes a further (short) remark (AEyEI, 1. 86), 
which further angers them, and they urge the multitude to stone Him (11. 22 if.). The 
general appearance of the papyrus on the two sides is also not unfavourable to this position; 
but unfortunately a close examination of the fibres makes it very doubtful. The two 
fragments are indeed not continuous, but down the right portion of fragm. 3 verso runs a 
line where the vertical fibres were displaced in manufacture, leaving a narrow space of 
varying width where only the horizontal fibres appear. There is in fragm. I verso no 
similar derangement of fibres in a position so related to fragment 3 that to place the fibres 
of the latter in the right position with regard to the former would not throw the margin 
of the text out of relation. It is always a little unsatisfactory to compare fibres on pieces 
which are not continuous, and the position suggested for fragment 3 cannot be definitely 
ruled out, but it is certainly improbable on the evidence of the papyrus, and it seems more 
likely that this fragment formed part of a third leaf. 

83. Perhaps IlEVCV n[op' vlJ.iv; cf. John xiv. 25 TaV-rO AsMA'T\KO vlJ.iv nop' vlJ.iv IJ.EVCVV. Possibly 
OVKETl IlEVCV nop' vlJ.iv, which might follow on Jesus' reproach of want of faith in 11. 18 if. 

84. &-]KO\/(1E1S is also possible. 

84 f. &no J!crelvcvow; probably preceded by iva or 87l'cvS and followed by aVrov; cf. 
John xi. 53 &n' EKslvT]s oOV Tiis TJIJEpOS e!3ovAEvO"OVTO 'iva &nOKTe{vcvO"lV oliTov. 

Below are printed in parallel columns (I) the Greek text in modern form (brackets 
being inserted only in the case of the more speculative restorations) and arranged in 
numbered sections for reference, without regard to the line-divisions of the manuscript, 
(2) parallels from the canonical Gospels. Translations of both follow, those of the Gospel 
parallel being quoted from the Revised Version. Difficulties of printing have made it 
necessary to omit in the English the conclusion of the parallel quotations from the Synoptic 
version of the healing of the leper. 

E 



(26 ) 

THE GREEK TEXT IN MODERN FORM 

... (I) ? 0 :As 'I1lO'ous EhrEV (or EhTEV :Ae) ] ToiS VOl-\lKOiS' [? KOAa:SETE] TTaVTCX TOV 
TTcxpCXTTpaO'O'oVTCX [Kcxl avo ]I-\OV Kcxi I-\i) E~e' • . • ~! . • • . . . . OTTO lEi TTWS TTOIEi; 
(2) TTPOS :Ae TOUS apxoVTCXS TOU i\cxou [O'T]pcx[ cpEis] EITTEv TOV i\oyov TOVTOV' EpcxvvaTE 
Tas ypcxcpas, EV cxls v~EiS :AOKEiTE :sc.vi)'v EXEIV' EKEivcxl elO'lV CXt ~CXpTVpOVO'CXl TTEpi EI-\OU. 

(3) I-\i) :AoKEiTE OTI Eyw TlA60v KCXT1lYOP1)crcxl vl-\WV TTPOS TOV TTCXTepcx IJOV' EO'TIV 0 
KCXT1lYOpwv vlJwv Mc.uvcr1)S, Eis OV v~EiS TjATT1KCXTE. (4) cx\rrWV :Ai: i\EyOVTc.uV· Ei'i 
ol:Acx~Ev OTI Mc.vVO'Ei EAcli\1lcrEV 0 6EOS, cre :As OUK ol:ACXIJEV TTo6EV EI, a.roKp16eis 0 
'l1lcrouS elTTEv cx\rrois' vvv KCXT1lYOPEiTCXl VI-\6:lV i) a.rl0'T1CX ••• 

• . . (5) ? O'VVE~OVAEVO'CXVTO TC}>] OXACP [? ivcx ~CXO'TacrcxvTES TasJ A160VS olJou Al6acrc.ucrlv 
cx\rrov. (6) Kcxi ETTe~cxAov Tas XEipcxS cx\rrwv rn' cx\rrov 01 apxovTES ivcx maO'c.ucrlv Kcxl 
TTCXp,[ cx2n:Awcrlv ?] TC}> OXACP' Kcxl OUK E:AWCXVTo cx\nov maO'CXl, OTl ov-rrc.u EA1lAV6el 

cx\rrOU " wpcx T1)S TTapcx:AocrEc.uS. (7) cx\nOS 2.e 0 KVPlOS E~EA6wv 2.10: lJeO'ov cx\nWV 
fureveVO'EV fur' cxu-rwv. (8) Kcxi 12.ov AETTPOS TTpocrEA6wv cxUT4l AeYEl' 2.12.aO'KaAE 
'l1lcrou, AETTpoiS O'Vvo2.eVc.uv Kcxi O'VvE0'61c.uv cx\rroiS EV T4l TTCXV2.0XEic.p EAeTTpT\O'cx Kcxi 
miTos EyW. Eav oi'iv crV 6eA1JS, KaeCXp{:S0~CX1. (9) 0 2.i) KVPIOS ecpT\ cx\rr4l' 6eAc.u· 
Ka6aplcr61lTl. Kal Ev6ec.us fureO'T1l em' MOU i) AeTTpa. (10) [0 2.e KVP10S eITTEV MC}>J' 
TTOpE[ v6Els rnl2.El~OV O'ECXVTOV] Toi[S iEpEucrl • • • 

••• (II) TTaPCXYEVO~EVOl TTpOS cx\rrOV E~[ETaO']T1KWS rnElpa:sOV CXVTOV, AeYOVTES' 
2.12.aO'Kai\E 'I1lO'ou, ol2.alJEv OTI furo 6eov EAi}Av6cxS' ex yap TT01Eis ~apTvpEi \JTTep 

TOUS TTpOCP';TCXS TTaVTCXS. (12) AEyE oi'iv i)~ivo E~OV ToiS ~acnAEuO'lv [O:TTo2.oU]VCXl Ta 
o:vi}KovTa Tfj apxfjj O:TT[o2.w~EV cxU]Tois ~ ~,;; (13) 0 2.i: 'I1lO'ous EI2.ws Ti)V 2.1clvolCXV 
cx\rrwv EIJ~Pl~1lO'6:~EVOS EITTEV cx\rroiS' Ti ~E KcxAeiTE T4l 0'T6~CXTl vlJWV 2.12.acrKcxAov, 
1Ji) aKovoVTES 0 Myc.v; (14) KCXAWS tHcrcxlas TTEpl V~WV ETTPOCP';TEVcrEV, elTTOOV' 6 
Aaos oihos Tois XEiAEO'lV aVTWV T11Jwcr{V ~E, i) 2.i: KCXp2.ia aVTWV TT6ppc.u fureXEl fur' 
EIJOUo IJch1lv ~E cre~oVTal, EVTaA~CXTa ••• 

o • 0 (IS) ]Tc.p T6TTCP KCXTaKAE10'CXVT • ; ••. VTTOTETCXKTCXl O:2.';Ac.vS •••••.•. TO ~apos 
cx\rrOU aO'TCXTOV •••• 0; (16) 0:n0p1l6SVTc.uv 2.s EKE1Vc.uV [ WS] TTpOS TO ~evov ETTEpWT1l~a 
aVTOU, TTEPlTTCXTc.;:'W 0 'I1lO'ouS EO'Ta61l rnl TOU XE1AOVS TOU 'lop2.avov TTOTCXIJOU, Kal 
EKTE1VCXS TTtV XEipa aVTOU Ti)v 2.E~lav • . . 1J1crEV • • • • 0 Kal KCXTecrTTElpEV Eni TOV 
o . 0 • 0 0 OVo (17) Kcxl TOTE 0 0 • 0 KCXTE[? O'TTcxp~]evov v2.c.vp EV •• 0 V Ti)V .•• 0 •••• 0 0 

Kcxt ETT 0 • 0 e1l EVW[ mov aVTWV] E~';yCXYEV 2.e KapTT6v 0 • 0 



PARALLELS FROM THE CANONICAL GOSPELS 

John v. 39. Epavvc5:Te 'TaS ypcxcpeXS, 0'T1 v~Eis AOKEi'TE EV cxU-rcxiS' 3UlTjv CX!WVIOV EXEIV, Kcxl EKEivcxf Eio"\V 
cxi ~CXP'TVpOVO"CXI TIEp! E~OV. John v. 45. 1,111 AOKEi'TE 0'T1 Eyoo K<rrTJYOP~~Ul vllOOV TIpOS 'TOV TICX'TEpCX' 
EO"'TIV " K<rrTJYOPOOV v~oov MUlOO"f\S', els QV v~Eis TJATIIKCX'TE. 

John ix. 29. TjIlEiS OiACX~EV 0'T1 MUlOO"Ei AEAeXA'I1KEV" 6E6S, 'ToO'Tov AE OVK OiACX~EV TI66EV EO"'Tiv. 

John viii. 59. Tjpcxv oov Ai60vs ivcx /3eXAUlO"IV 
ETI' cxU-r6v. 

John x. 31. e/3eXO"'TaO"cxv TIcXAlV AI60vS 01 'Iov
Acxiol iva AI6eXO"ooO"lv cxU-r6v. 

John vii. 30. E3ij'TOVV oOY a\rrov meXO"al Kcxl 
oUAEiS Ene!3aAEV En' cxU-rov ,ilv XEipcx, O'TI 
OVTIUl EA'I1M6EI Tj wpa cxU-rov (cf. vii. 32). 

Luke iv. 30. cxU-roS AS AlEA600v Ala ~Eo"OV 
av.oov ETIOpruE'TO. 

John vii. 44. 'TIVES AE 116EAov E~ cxU-roov meXO"cxl 
cxU-r6v, ahA' OUAE!S e/3aAEV en' cxU-rOV ,as 
XEipcxs. John x. 39. E3Tt'TOVV oOY cxU-rov 
meXO"cxl, KCXt E~fiA6EV EK 'Tfjs XElpOS' cxU-rwv. 

Matt. viii. 2-4. Ka! IAov AE
TIp oS TIPOO"EAeOOV TIpOO"ooIvEl 
cxU-r41 AeyUlV' t<liP1E, EcXv 6EA'lJS, 
AwaO"al ~E Ka6cxpfO"al. Kcxl 6K
'TEivas -rTjv XEipcx tl'l'CX'TO cxU-rov 
AEyOOV' 6eAUl, Kcx6cxpi~'I1'TI. KCX\ 
Ev6eUlS EKa6epI0"6'11 cxU-rov Tj 
AETIPCX. Kcxi AEyel cxU-r41 " 
'l'I1O"ovs' opcx ll'l1AEVI EiTI'lJS, 
eXAAa \mayE O"ECXV'TOV AEi~ov 

'T41 IEpei K'TA. 
Luke xvii. 14. TIopev6eV'TES Em
AEi~CX'TE ECXV'TOVS' 'ToiS lepevO"IV. 

Matt. xxii. 16 (cf. Mark xii. 
14, Luke xx. 21) A1AeXO"KaAE, 
oiAa~ev 0'T1 &A'I16t)S' eI K'TA. 

Luke vi. 46. 'Tf AE ~E KaAEi'TE' 
KliplE KliP1E, KCXt OU TIOIEi'TE 0: 
AEyOOj 

Mark i. 40-4. Kal epXE'TcxI TIPOS 
cxU-rov AE1Tp6s, TICXPaKaAWV 
cxU-rov Kcxt YOVV'ITE'TOOV AEyUlV 
cx\rr41 O'TI EcXv 6EA'lJS AvvcxO"cxl 
~E Ka6CXp(O"CXI. Kcxl O"TIAayxVI-
0"6Els mEivcxs -rTjv XEipcx cxU-r00 
Ti'l'CX'TO Kcxl AEyEI' 6EAOO, KCX-
6cxpI0"6'll'TI. Kcxl eV6vs <hrfjA6ev 
6:rr' cxU-rov 1'\ AETIpCX, Kcxt EKa-
6Epl~T]. Kcxl EIl!3PIIl'l1O"eXllevoS' 
av.41 ru6vS E~E/3CXAEV cxv.6v, 
Kat AEyEI cxv.41' opcx ll'l1AEV\ 
ll'l1AEv e1TI'lJS, ahAa WayE 
O"ECXV'TOV AEi~ov 'T411EpEi K'TA. 

John iii. 2. pa/3/3ef, OIACXIlEV O'TI 
<hro 6EOO EA1]AV6cxS AIAeXO"KCX
AOS' OUAeiS yap AVVCX'TCXI 'TcxV'TCX 
'Ta O"Tllleicx TIOIEiv 0: crV TIOIEiS, 
ECxv IlTJ ~ " 6EOS 1lE'T' cxU-rov. 

Luke xviii. 19. 'TI IlE AEyEIS 
6:ya66Vj 

Luke v. 12-14. KCX\ EyEvE'TO EV 
,41 Eival av.Ov Ev IlIG' 'TWV 
TI6AEUlV, KCX\ IAOV &:vTjp TIA1]
P'l1S AETIpas' IAOOV AE ,OV 
'l'I1O"oVv, TIEO"OOV eni TIp60"UlTIOV 
EAetl6'll cx\rr00 AEyUlV' t<liPIE, 
ECw 6EA1JS, AVvcxO"cxi IlE Ka6cx
plO"al. KCXt eK'TElvcxs -rTjv XEipcx 
tl'l'CX'TO cxU-rOV EITIwv' 6EAOO, 
Ka6cxpi0"6'11'TI. Kcxt Eu6EUlS ti 
AETIpCX <hrfjA6ev <hr' cxVooO. 
KCXt av.OS' TICXP~YYEli\EV cxU-r41 
~'I1Aev\ EiTIEiV, &AAa &n-ei\6OOv 
AEi~ov O"ECXV'TOV 'T411EpEi K'TA. 

John x. 25. ,a epycx 0: eyoo 
TIOIW Ev 'T41 6v61lCX'T1 ,OU 
TICX'Tp6S Ilov, 'TaV'TCX IlCXP'TVPEi 
TIEpl EIlOO. 

Matt. xv. 7-8. 1Frr0Kpl'Tal, KaAOOS ETIPOcpTt
'TEvO"ev TIEp\ vllwV 'HO"cxtas AEYUlV' " ACXOS 
oihos 'ToiS XEIAEO"fv IlE 'TIIlG', 1'\ AE KCXPAlcx 
av.wv TI6ppoo O:rrExEI O:rr' Ellov' ll6:'TT]v AE 
O"e/3ov'Tcxi IlE AIAeXO"KOV'TES' AIACXO"KaAfcxs EV'TeXA
IlCX'TCX &:v6pWTIUlV. 

Mark vii. 6-7. KaAWS' enpocp~'TEVo"EV 'HO"cxlcxs 
'ITEp\ VllwV 'TWV 1Frr0KPI'TWV, WS yEypCX'lT'Tal O'TI 
oih'os " Aaos K'TA. as in Matt. 



UNKNOWN GOSPEL 

TRANSLATION 

· .. (I) ? And Jesus said] unto the lawyers, [? Punish] every wrongdoer and trans
gessor, and not me; ..... (2) And turning to the rulers of the people he spake 
this saying, Search the scriptures, in which ye think that ye have life; these are 
they which bear witness of me. (3) Think not that I came to accuse you to my 
Father; there is one that accuseth you, even Moses, on whom ye have set your 
hope. (4) And when they said, We know well that God spake unto Moses, but 
as for thee, we know not whence thou art, Jesus answered and said unto them, 
N ow is your unbelief accused . . . 

· ... (5) ? they gave counsel to] the multitude to [? carry the] stones together and 
stone him. (6) And the rulers sought to lay their hands on him that they might take 
him and [? hand him over] to the multitude; and they could not take him, because 
the hour of his betrayal was not yet come. (7) But he himself, even the Lord, going 
out through the midst of them, departed from them. (8) And behold, there cometh" 
unto him a leper and saith, Master Jesus, journeying with lepers and eating with 
them in the inn I myself also became a leper. If therefore thou wilt, I am made 
clean. (9) The Lord then said unto him, I will; be thou made clean. And straight
way the leprosy departed from him. (10) [And the Lord said unto him], Go [and 
shew thyself] unto the [priests . . . 

· .. (II) coming unto him began to tempt him with a question, saying, Master 
Jesus, we know that thou art come from God, for the things which thou doest 
testify above all the prophets. (12) Tell us therefore: Is it lawful [? to render] unto 
kings that which pertaineth unto their rule? [Shall we render unto them], or not? 
(13) But Jesus, knowing their thought, being moved with indignation, said unto 
them, Why call ye me with your mouth Master, when ye hear not what I say? 
(14) Well did Isaiah prophesy of you, saying, This people honour .me with their 
lips, but their heart is far from me. In vain do they worship me, [teaching as their 
doctrines the] precepts [of men] ... 

· .. (IS) shut up ... in ... place ... its weight unweighed? (16) And when 
they were perplexed at his strange question, Jesus, as he walked, stood still on the 
edge of the river Jordan, and stretching forth his right hand he ... and sprinkled 
it upon the .. , (17) And then ... water that had been sprinkled ... before them 
and sent forth fruit ... 
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R. V. 
John v. 39. Ye search the scriptures [or, Search the scriptures], because ye think that in 
them ye have eternal life ; and these are they which bear witness of me . John v. 45. Think 

not that I will accuse you to the Father: there is one that accuseth you, even Moses, on whom 
ye have set your hope. 

John ix. 29. We know that God hath spoken unto Moses: but as for this man, we know not 
whence he is. 

John viii. 59. They took up stones therefore 
to cast at him. 

John X. 31. The Jews took up stones again 
to stone him. 

John vii. 30. They sought therefore to take 
him: and no man laid his hand on him, 

John vii. 44. And some of them would have 
taken him; but no man laid hands on him. 

because his hour was not yet come. 
Luke iv. 30. But he passing through the 

John x. 39. They sought again to take him: 
and he went forth out of their hand. 

midst of them went his way. 

Matt. viii. 2-3. And behold, Mark i. 40-2. And there 
there came to him a leper cometh to him a leper, be
and worshipped him, say- seeching him, and kneeling 
ing, Lord, if thou wilt, thou down to him, and saying 
canst make me clean. And unto him, If thou wilt, thou 
he stretched forth his hand, canst make me clean. And 
and touched him, saying, I 
will; be thou made clean. 
And straightway his leprosy 
was cleansed. 

Luke xvii. 14. Go and shew 

being moved with com
passion, he stretched forth 
his hand, and touched him, 
and saith unto him, I will; 
be thou made clean. And 

yourselves unto the priests. straightway the leprosy de
parted from him, and he 
was made clean. 

Luke v. 12-13. And it carne 
to pass, while he was in one 
of the cities, behold, a man 
full of leprosy: and when he 
saw Jesus, he fell on his face, 
and besought him, saying, 
Lord, if thou wilt, thou 
canst make me clean. And 
he stretched forth his hand, 
and touched him, saying, I 
will; be thou made clean. 
And straightway the leprosy 
departed from him. 

Matt. xxii. 16 (cf. Mark xii. 
14, Luke xx. 21). Master, 
we know that thou art true, 
and teachest the way of 
God in truth, &c. 

John iii. 2. Rabbi, we know John x. 25. The works that 
that thou art a teacher corne I do in my Father's name, 
from God: for no man can these bear witness of me. 
do these signs that thou 
do est, except God be with 
him. 

Luke vi. 46. And why call Luke xviii. 19. Why callest 
ye me, Lord, Lord, and do thou me good? 
not the things which I say? 

Matt. xv. 7-9. Ye hypocrites, well did 
Isaiah prop4esy of you, saying, This people 
honoureth me with their lips; But their 
heart is far from me. But in vain do they 
worship me, teaching as their doctrines the 
precepts of men. 

Mark vii. 6-7 . Well did Isaiah prophesy of 
you hypocrites, as it is written, This 
people, &c. 
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The question must now be discussed: what is the character of the text and in what 
relation does it stand to the canonical Gospels? It is clear beyond possibility of cavil that 
we have here neither a collection of sayings, like the Oxyrhynchus Logia, nor a series of 
excerpts. Not less clear is it that this is not a harmony of the canonical Gospels; for it 
contains matter which is not in any of them, and where, as in 11. 32-4I and probably 
in 11. 43-59, the incidents may be the same as are recorded by the Synoptists they are 
told in an entirely different way. It is, in fact, indubitably a real Gospel; but it is easier 
to establish this than to decide whether it can be connected with any known uncanonical 
Gospel, and, if so, with which. Most of the known New Testament Apocrypha can indeed 
be ruled out at once. Some of them are 'Passions' merely, some are 'Infancy Gospels', 
whereas 1 is obviously part of a work designed on much the same lines as the canonical 
Gospels. It may perhaps seem rash to affirm this so positively on the basis of two leaves 
and a small fragment; but the whole scale of the narrative, the variety of incidents re
corded, the mixture of sayings and miracles, irresistibly suggest this conclusion; and it is 
strengthened by 11. 28--9, which seem to point forward to the Passion. Again, the majority 
of the Apocrypha are more or less heretical in tendency; several were, in fact, written in 
the interest of some particular heretical sect, and the heretical intention is usually plain 
enough. Here, however, there is not the slightest suspicion of any heretical doctrine or 
any of that obvious embroidering and sensational exaggeration of traditional matter so 
characteristic of the apocryphal writer. The writer's interest seems, like that of the 
Synoptists, to be primarily historical, in the sayings and doings of Christ, the style is 
sober and matter-of-fact, and there appears to be, so far as these fragments are concerned, 
a complete absence of any merely thaumaturgic element. The only possible exception 
is fragment 2 verso, where an incident is related which has no Gospel parallel and which 
certainly makes a somewhat strange impression. Here supplements can be imagined 
(and one is suggested in the note ad loc.) which would give a rather thaumaturgic tum 
to the narrative; but the mutilation of the text makes them too hazardous to support any 
positive conclusions, and in any case, so far as any interpretation of the passage can be 
essayed, it would appear that the incident is more likely to have a symbolic and illustrative 
significance than to be a piece of mere wonder-working. 

As a matter of fact, the Gospel here preserved, the original composition of which can 
hardly be later than the early years of the second century, is probably too early for a 
definitely heretical intention to be at all likely. Heretical elements and tendencies there 
were no doubt in the thought of the early second century, but it may be questioned 
whether any of the great heresies had sufficiently crystallized at the period which we must 
presumably postulate for the composition of this text to permit of its identification with 
any of the really heretical Apocrypha. Some uncanonical Gospels are known, however, of 
which a fully heretical purpose cannot be asserted, and we must consider whether 1 may 
belong to one of these. The recorded works which most obviously suggest themselves 
on the discovery of such fragments as these are the Gospel according to the Hebrews, 
the Gospel according to the Egyptians, and the Gospel of Peter. The first is ruled out 
by the fact that it stood in a specially close relation to St. Matthew's Gospel, so much so 
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that some have regarded it as a sort of proto-Matthew, whereas 1, if it can be connected 
with Matthew at all, has only the slightest points of contact with it. Moreover, it is very 
doubtful whether a Greek version of the Gospel according to the Hebrews existed as 
early as the first half of the second century. 

There is less superficial difficulty in connecting 1 with the Gospel of Peter, but a weigh
ing of all the evidence makes very strongly against this also. The Gospel of Peter has 
frequently been described as Docetic in character; and though L. Vaganay, who has 
recently devoted to it a very careful and comprehensive study (L'Evangile de Pierre, 
Paris, 1930), concludes (pp. n8-22) that it is a product of popular Christianity rather 
than a really Docetic work, he admits, what indeed is evident, that it shows Docetic 
tendencies. The entire absence of any such phenomena from 1 cannot be regarded as a 
very serious argument, the fragments being so small, but it must certainly be reckoned 
with. More weighty is the relation of the two works to the canonical Gospels. It seems 
to be generally agreed that the author of the Gospel of Peter used the Synoptic Gospels, 
though he handled very freely the material they offered, but it has been disputed whether 
or not he knew St. John. Vaganay concludes that he probably did; but at least we may 
say that the connexion is slight. Now the connexion between 1 and John is obvious and 
palpable, whereas it is far less certain that its author made any direct use of the Synoptists. 
Again, the Gospel of Peter appears to have had but a restricted circulation. Serapion, 
Bishop of Antioch (A.D. 190-21 I), did not know of it till he found it circulating in the church 
of Rhossos; and such little evidence as we have suggests that its early use was in the main 
confined to Syria and Palestine j Vaganay concludes (p. 179) that it originated in the former. 
Egypt has indeed been considered as a possible provenance, and certainly the fragment 
to which we owe most of our knowledge of it was found there; but that fragment is of 
late date, and the arguments for an Egyptian origin of the Gospel are flimsy. One would 
hardly expect, therefore, to find it in an Egyptian papyrus of about the middle of the second 
century. Furthermore, the very date of 1 is against identification with the Gospel of 
Peter. The composition of the latter has indeed by some critics been put back as 
early as the end of the first century, but this seems on the whole unlikely. M. R. James 
(The Apocryphal New Testament, Oxford, 1924, p. 90) thinks it 'not safe to date the book 
much earlier than A.D. 150'; Vaganay (p. 163) inclines to a date shortly after A.D. 120. 
In either case it is at least unexpected to find it circulating in Middle Egypt by the middle 
of the century. 

There are, however, other and perhaps even stronger arguments. The tone of 1 is 
sober, concise, and matter-of-fact; that of the Gospel of Peter is inclined to the marvellous, 
to wordiness, and to occasional extravagance. More important, the actual structure of the 
style differs considerably. That of the Gospel of Peter is definitely more vulgar than that 
of 1, as is obvious from even a hasty comparison of the two. The following among many 
other points of difference may be noted: the Gospel of Peter is notably syntactic in style, 
clause following clause connected by Kexi in a manner characteristic of the naive Greek 
of the uneducated classes j 1 shows a far more developed construction. In the Gospel of 
Peter OTl is several times inserted before reported speech, as so often in St. Ma:k's Gospel 
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(§§ 2, r r, 28); in 1 it is never so used. Asyndeton occurs in the Gospel of Peter seven times 
(§§ 22, TOTE TiAros EAall'l'E; 25, TOTE ot ')ov],aiol; 29, E<poj3~011O"av ot 1TPEO"j3&repOI; 45, TexV-ra 

i],oVTes; 46, CmoKP10eiS" nE1Aa-rOS; 47, Eha 1TPOO"EAOOVTES; 57, TOTE a! yvvaiKES), I but not 
once in 1 (cf. 1. 70, Kai TOTE, as contrasted with the abrupt TOTE characteristic of the Gospel 
of Peter). In the Gospel of Peter Jesus is never once referred to by name (this is indeed 
one of the phenomena which have been taken as an indication of Docetic tendencies) but 
only as 0 Klipl0S; in 1 0 Klipl0S occurs in narrative passages twice (11. 30,37),2 ')11O"oOS three 
times (11. r7, 50, 65). 

Each of these points is perhaps but slight evidence in itself when 1 is so small in compass, 
but taken together they constitute a weighty argument; and the general tone and character 
of the style are quite different in the two texts. The fact that the Gospel of Peter is put 
into the mouth of the Apostle, so that portions of it are narrated in the first person, is not 
of much importance as evidence, since what remains of 1 contains no incident in which 
the presence of St. Peter needed to be emphasized. Nor is it safe to rely too much on a 
comparison of 1 with the Apocalypse of Peter; for though there is much to be said for 
the view (cf. M. R. James, Apocr. N.T., p. 505) that the Apocalypse is really part of the 
Gospel, this view is necessarily conjectural. Certainly, if the Apocalypse actually did form 
part of the Gospel, the idea of identifying 1 with the latter may be ruled out decisively, since 
the differences of style and temper between 1 and the Apocalypse are even more marked. 

It seems, then, that an identification with either the Gospel according to the Hebrews 
or that of Peter must be rejected. What of the Gospel according to the Egyptians? 
There is some initial prejudice in its favour when we are dealing with a Gospel found in 
Egypt, and there are fewer positive arguments against it than against the others, but 
that is mainly because so little is known about this Gospel. Certainly what we do know 
does not suggest that 1 is in any way connected with it. The three principal assertions 
to which the scanty available evidence concerning the Gospel according to the Egyptians 
have seemed to some scholars (e.g. Dr. M. R. James) to point are: (r) that it had a definite 
doctrinal (Gnostic) tendency; (2) that the female disciples occupied a prominent place 
in it; (3) that it contained a number of somewhat riddling and esoteric sayings; but all 
these conclusions are necessarily somewhat hazardous. Neither of the first two can be 
made about 1 so far as it is preserved. As regards the third, which is the best attested 
of the three, there is nothing of a strange or esoteric kind in fragment I or in fragment 
2 recto. Fragment 2 verso does, however, contain a ~EvOv EmpooT11lla, and it is possible 
that some emphasis should be laid on this; hut it is not apparently in the least of the same 
kind as the sayings quoted by Clement of Alexandria from the Gospel according to the 
Egyptians. All we can say, then, is that prima facie there is no case for identifying the two. 

Neither is there much to be said for identifying 1 with any of the Gospels or similar 
works of which fragments have been found among Egyptian papyri. The Logia (P. Oxy. 
rand 654) can no doubt be ruled out at once, on every ground. Of P. Oxy. 655 too little 

I Words like TOTE, Eha, TexV-ra were no doubt treated by the writer as equivalent to a 
connecting particle, but this use has no parallel in 1. 

2 In 1. 39 6 KVP10S is restored, but ')1)O"oOs is of course equally possible. 
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remains to justify any confident assertion one way or the other; but what survives offers 
no point of contact with 1, though it does with the Gospel according to the Egyptians, 
and the somewhat staccato style (AEYOVCr1V cxV-r4' oi l-Ia6T\Tal cxV-rOV' 1TOTS Ttl-liv EI-I<pavtiS scret 

Kat 1TOTS as 0'l'0I-lE6a; AeYE1' <hav EK21vO"T\a6E !<TA.) is not close enough to that of 1 to afford 
any evidence of identity. There is even less to be said for P. Oxy. 840; indeed, it is definitely 
unlikely that any connexion exists between 1 and the Gospel there represented. Among 
other points of difference Christ is twiceI referred to in the 45 lines of Oxy. 840 as 0 aCA)TT1P 
and is nowhere mentioned by name. 

It is in fact easier to say what 1 is not than to say what it is; but an attempt must be 
made to determine its affinities with the canonical Gospels; and since it stands in a 
different relation to St. John and to the Synoptists they must be considered separately. 
It is at least clear that 1 is not a mere rechaufje of elements derived from the canonical 
Gospels. This is proved conclusively by fragment 2 verso; for whatever restorations 
may there be adopted it is quite impossible to relate the incident recorded to anything 
which occurs in either John or the Synoptists. A similar conclusion is suggested by the 
incidents to which possible parallels may be found in the Synoptic Gospels. It is difficult 
to believe that the healing of the leper in 11. 32-41 is not the same incident as that which is 
related by the three Synoptists (Matt. viii. 2-4, &c.). It is, however, so differently told 
that it is by no means certain that the author of 1 was using the Synoptic Gospels at all 
and not rather drawing on an independent source, oral or written. The only passage 
which shows a significantly close verbal agreement with the Synoptic versions is precisely 
that where such agreement would be expected in any narrative of the incident. If we ask 
ourselves what feature of the miracle would be most likely to impress itself on the popular 
memory and so to appear unchanged or with but trifling variation in any account, the 
answer will certainly be that it was the simple affirmation of faith by the leper and Christ's 
equally simple reply. And as a matter of fact, though the former is identical in form in all 
the Synoptists, it appears in 1 somewhat differently worded (EOv OVv [mi 6EAT;lS], Ka6api:~ol-lat 

against Uxv 6EAT;lS, Avvaaa! I-IE Ka6apirrm). The other verbal similarities are either slight or 
of a not very significant kind; the only one which is at all important, the concluding 
injunction (largely restored), is with a different, purely Lucan context. 2 It is indeed 
hardly rash to say that there is no conclusive evidence in this section of any use by 1 of 
the Synoptists. Even if the verbal coincidences betray a knowledge of them it is preferable 
to believe that the writer used them from a memory of the Synoptic version rather than 
with a copy of it before him. For his narrative nowhere suggests the work of a mere 
embellisher of the Synoptic account, and moreover his only substantial addition to the 
Synoptic version is quite pointless if it is a mere invention. If he were merely embellishing 
the Synoptic nanative it would hardly be explicable that he omits the 'worshipping' of 
Jesus which, with differences of wording, all the Synoptists record. Nor is there any 
apparent reason why he should ignore the stretching out of Christ's hand and touching 

I Excluding the restoration in 1. 21. 

2 For such transfer of phrases from one incident in one Gospel to a different incident 
in another, see B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels, p. 398. 

F 
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of the leper. The obvious interpretation of the facts is really this: that while the appeal 
of the leper and the reply of Jesus impressed themselves so strongly on the hearers' minds 
that they became a fixed part of any narrative of the incident, other details left varying 
impressions on various people. One tradition, that represented by the Synoptists, 
remembered the prostration of the leper before Jesus and the touching of him by the 
latter; another, that represented by 1, while dropping these points, retained (what the 
other ignored) the account given by the leper of the way in which he contracted the disease. 

Even more definitely may we say that there is no clear sign of Synoptic influence in 
11. 43-59. If the supplements adopted in the text are correct, the question here asked is 
clearly of the same type and asked with the same purpose as that of the Herodians, and 
the incident may probably be the same, though it is just possible (see p. 40) that it is 
a similar but earlier attempt of Jesus' enemies to entrap Him. If the latter, it is obviously 
independent of the Synoptists; if the former, since there is no apparent reason for 
changing the form of the question and Jesus' reply so drastically, it would appear to 
represent an independent tradition. The verbal parallels which can be found in the 
canonical Gospels (Luke and John) to 11.52-4 (T! J.,Ie KcxAeiTe T41 O"TOJ.,lCXTI vJ.,IWV :Al:ACxO"KCXAOV, J.,I'; 

clKovoVTES 8 Aeyw) are so slight as to be irrelevant; the quotation from Isaiah in 11. 54-9 is 
reported by Matthew and Mark in a totally different context and with verbal differences 
which make it probable that the author of 1 was not 'lifting' it from there, a conclusion 
supported by the fact that his version agrees more nearly with the LXX than theirs. 
Moreover, the words T41 O"TOJ.,lCXTI, which seem to point forward to the quotation from 
Isaiah, give that quotation an intimacy of connexion with the context which it hardly 
possesses in Matthew and Mark. The question is not answered so far as the fragment 
extends, but it is impossible to say whether or not a reply to it is lost in the lacuna. 

So far, then, as the Synoptists are concerned, we may conclude that 1 appears to represent 
a quite independent tradition. It is not even certain that its author knew those Gospels 
at all; if he did, it is in the last degree improbable that he was copying from and em
broidering them with the text of one or all of them before him; the most that can be 
conceded is that he had read them and that words and phrases from them had remained 
in his memory and found their way into his text. I 

The relation of 1 to St. John is on a quite different footing and must be discussed 
separately. It is indeed of a varying degree of closeness. The leper incident is not found 
in John, where in fact no healing of lepers is recorded. Nor is the temptation of the 
Herodians a J ohannine tradition. It is worthy of mention that, though the opening remark 
of the 'tempters' is paralleled in spirit in the Synoptic versions of the Herodian question, 
a far closer parallel in sense and actual wording is to be found, from a totally different con
text, in the opening remark of Nicodemus (John iii. 2); but the parallel is general rather 
than very close in detail, and it is very doubtful whether we should be correct in supposing 
that the author of 1 had borrowed directly from John (or John from 1), though a recollection 
of either by the other may have influenced the phrasing. This is perhaps likely in view 

I 'He' and 'his' may perhaps be applicable not to the author of 1 but to a written source 
which he was using; but this is less likely in view of the early date of the papyrus. 
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of the fact that the second part of the remark is paralleled not by John iii. 2 but by 
John x. 25, where the words in question (,cx(hcx Ilcxp"'pei mpi SlloO) are put into the mouth 
of Jesus, not as here into that of the questioners (ex yap 1TOlei!i Ilcxpwpei \mEP TOV!i 1TpOq>1'l,CX!i 

1TCxVTCXS). In fact a general recollection, by one writer or the other, rather than actual 
copying best accounts for the phenomena. The incident in fragment 2 verso, as already 
remarked, has no parallel in any canonical Gospel, but in the mutilated concluding lines 
it is possible (though very hazardous) to discover an echo of John xvi. 20. 

When, however, we turn to 11. 1-29 we find a quite different state of affairs. Whatever 
view may ultimately be taken of the relationship, there can be no dispute that there is 
here a close connexion between 1 and John. The only question is what is the nature of 
this connexion. On the discovery of a new and non-canonical Gospel showing close 
verbal coincidences with John the assumption which naturally occurs first is that its 
author was using the existing Gospel of St. John as one of his sources; but a careful 
consideration of the evidence leads at least to some hesitation about this conclusion. 
The narrative in 1 makes no impression of being a mosaic of extracts from an earlier 
work. There is a logical progression in the thought, so far as this can be determined from 
what remains. First Jesus (if the suggested restorations can be taken as indicating the 
general sense of the passage) addresses to the lawyers the exhortation to direct their 
attention to the law-breaker, not to Him. Then, turning to the rulers of the people, who 
no doubt represented more especially the Pharisaic party, He appeals to their knowledge 
of the Scriptures to confirm His mission; and He adds to the force of this by saying in 
effect: 'Do not mistake me; it is not I who accuse you but your own law-giver Moses, who, 
you will find, bears testimony to me and thereby convicts you of want of faith.' The 
Pharisees, quite naturally, reply that they know that God spoke to Moses, but as for 
Jesus, they have no knowledge of His credentials; whereupon Jesus proceeds to a further 
demonstration (now lost) of their want of faith. The development is perfectly smooth 
and self-consistent; yet when we turn to the Johannine parallels we find that the words 
epcxwfrre ••• mpi SIlOO are preceded by no such remark as that which 1 records immediately 
before them but form part of a long speech which began twenty verses earlier; that they 
are separated by five verses from the words which follow, Ill] :AoKeiTE ••• tiilmlKme; that in 
John these words are followed by two more verses not found in 1, after which the Evan
gelist proceeds to a new episode, whereas in 1 the rulers of the people make a reply which, 
with the necessary change of person, is found in John in an entirely different context, 
being addressed by the Pharisees to the man born blind; and that this reply is in 1 followed 
by a further speech of Jesus, which, though only the beginning of it remains, is clearly 
not found anywhere in John or the other canonical Gospels. Here this page ends, but 
the episode is clearly continued on the verso; and here the relationship to John is even 
more curious. Once again, the narrative, so far as preserved, is quite continuous and well 
fitted together, and once again it recalls John at every turn. The attempt to stone Jesus 
is no part of John v, with which the two first sentences addressed by Him on the recto 
to the rulers of the people find their parallel. There are two separate passages in John 
(viii and x) where stones are taken up against Jesus, the second containing a reminiscence 
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(IT<lAlV) of the first, but in neither case does the context agree with that of 1; the wording 
of the latter seems to agree more closely with the second, x. 31. On three different occa
sions, none of them agreeing with the context here, St. John records in language generally 
recalling 1, unsuccessful attempts to seize (1Tl0300) Jesus, and in one of them (vii. 30) he 
adds OTt OVTrOO Ei\TJAV6et i} wpcx cx<rroo; in 1 we find a similar phrase, OTt OVTrOO e[i\TJAV6etJ cx<rroO 
i} wpcx TfjS lTcxpcx2.6creoos. The concluding sentence of this episode in 1 has partial parallels 
with John x. 39 and Luke iv. 30 (1 CX\/TOS A E 6 !<UptoS E~ei\6wv [Ata Ilecrou CXVJTWV 
&rrevevcrev &rr' cx<rrwv; John, Kcxi E~fii\6ev SK TfjS XetpoS cx<rrwv; Luke, cohos AS AtEi\6wv Ate: 
Ilecrou CXliTwv ElTOPEVETO), but in neither case is the context the same. 

Of these phenomena there appear to be only three reasonable explanations. (I) The 
writer of 1 was directly using John and picking isolated sentences from various contexts, 
which, with great skill and some small changes of wording, he fitted into a continuous 
narrative, a narrative which on this hypothesis can claim no real authority. (2) John 
used 1 as one ofthe sources on which he based his own Gospel. (3) John and the writer 
of 1 were drawing, in different degrees, on a common source. Neglecting for the moment 
the last possibility, we must ask whether the first or the second is in itself the more likely. 
There are certainly some weighty objections to the first. We have seen that elsewhere 1 
shows such slight agreements with the canonical Gospels that it seems doubtful whether 
its author used them directly at all; yet here, on this supposition, he incorporates whole 
sentences of John, arbitrarily torn from their context, into an episode which he either 
invented for his own purposes or derived from some other, presumably non-Johannine, 
source. Why is it that in this portion of his work he adopts a procedure so different 
from his usual practice? There is no apparent purpose in inventing the episode; so 
far as the extant text goes it contains no doctrinal and no important biographical addition 
to what might have been found in the canonical sources; and if the episode was found 
by the writer elsewhere in a non-J ohannine form why did he take the trouble to 
interpolate J ohannine sentences into it? Moreover, these borrowings are not verbally 
identical with the Johannine parallels. The first sentence, SPCXVVCXTE ••• lTEpl slloO, is 
indeed paralleled by a 'doublet' reading in certain manuscripts; but as pointed out in the 
note, it is more likely that it found its way into these as the result of a gloss quoting the 
present Gospel (or its source) than that it was the original form of John v. 39. So, too, in 
the second sentence 1 differs from the text of John v. 45 in two respects (?ji\6ov 
KCXT'IlyopfjcrCXt for KCXTTJYOpi}croo, and IlOV inserted after lTCXTEpCX). These alterations seem quite 
pointless. Furthermore, the passage does not at all give the impression of padding or, 
as already said, of a mere mosaic. When taken by itself, without any reference to any other 
Gospel, it reads in no essential respect differently from the episodes which follow. It 
would probably be true to say that in style it has little, if any, of the characteristic J ohannine 
ring. St. John's style is admittedly individual to the last degree; it is given to repetition 
and the sometimes almost painfully meticulous hammering out of a point. In 1 there is 
nothing of this; each point is made crisply and succinctly, and the text passes at once to 
another. If the writer was borrowing he certainly possessed a marked gift for fitting his 
borrowed matter harmoniously and imperceptibly into the structure of his style. 
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Let it be supposed, on the other hand, that John was using 1 (or its source). It is 

easy enough to imagine a highly individual writer like St. John expanding and combining 
material which he found in an earlier text to deVelop his interpretative record of Christ's 
teaching and personality. As Canon Streeter well puts it (The Four Gospels, p. 397), 
'John, the preacher, the thinker, the mystic, aiming avowedly at writing, not a biography, 
but a message meant to burn ... , was not likely to write, like the other Evangelists, with 
a copy of Mark or any other document in front of him. The materials he uses have all 
been fused in the crucible of his creative imagination, and it is from the image in his 
mind's eye, far more vivid than the written page, that he paints his picture.' In the 
present case, if he used 1, the verbal coincidences are perhaps sufficiently close to require 
more than a recollection of a previous reading of the text, but the free handling of his 
material is certainly characteristic, and the differences in wording noted above are more 
easily explicable in a writer with the characteristics of St. John than in the author of 1. 

Between these two hypotheses the choice is not perhaps easy; but it would be rash to 
reject off-hand the dependence of John on 1 in favour of the reverse theory, involving 
such difficulties as those pointed out above. Little help is got from the vocabulary of the 
J ohannine parallels in 1, but some observations must be made on them. The word 
Epavvaoo nowhere occurs in the Synoptic Gospels. It occurs once in John (vii. 52) over and 
above the passage (v. 39) quoted as a parallel; but it is also Pauline and occurs once each in 
I Peter and Revelation. !-lap"rupEoo does not occur in Mark; it is found once each in Matthew 
(xxiii. 3 I) and Luke (iv. 22); and it is extremely common in John, besides occurring in 
Acts and in various Epistles, especially Hebrews, I and 3 John, and Revelation. EATIi300, 
found in Matthew and Luke, occurs nowhere else in St. John's Gospel, but it occurs 
(once each) in 2 John and 3 John. rv:mEoo is common throughout the N. T., but is specially 
so in John. TIl cq 00 , which occurs eight times in John, is not found in the Synoptists, 
though it occurs in Acts. 

These statistics show that the passages which are paralleled in John exhibit a somewhat 
Johannine phraseology, though, as already remarked, the style is not characteristically 
Johannine. On the other hand, this is not true of the remainder of the text, where, so 
far as linguistic affinities can be found at all, the words employed are perhaps more 
characteristic of the Synoptists (e"g. acp(CTTil!-l1 and TIavAoxeiov occur only in Luke of 
the canonical Gospels). It is, however, doubtful whether these facts can be pressed as 
indicating in 11. 1-29 a dependence of 1 on John. If they have any evidential value they 
would perhaps better suit the third hypothesis indicated above, the independent use by 
John and 1 of a common source; and this would also help to explain the verbal differences 
in the sentences common to both. I Of this third hypothesis it may be said that it is of 
subsidiary importance only. If 1, 1-29, is a mere rehash of miscellaneous excerpts from 

I In this connexion it may be pointed out that the construction seen in 1li\6ov KCl"I1]yopfjcrat 
(J ohn KCl"I1]yoPtlcroo) is nowhere found in John, though it is common enough in the Synoptists; 
when John wishes to use Tji\eov he says 1l'A6ov 'iva Kpivoo (xii. 47). It also occurs in the Gospel 
according to the Egyptians (Tji\6ov KCXTai\vcral Ta epya TfjS 6T\'Ae(as, Cl. Alex. Strom. iii. 9, 63) 
and that according to the Hebrews (Tj'A6ov KCXTcxAvcral Tas 6vcrias, Epiph. Haer. xxx. 16). 
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John it lacks all independent authority, and the employment of such a method here might 
even shake our faith in the independence of the remainder of 1 ; but if this hypothesis be 
rejected, it is not vitally necessary to decide whether John used 1 or a source also used by 1, 
for in either case 1 puts us in touch, at first or second hand, with one of St. John's sources. 
In that case, the papyrus, highly interesting as it is already, becomes of the first importance. 

So important indeed is the issue involved that it would be rash and ill-advised in the 
present editors, neither of whom can claim any wide acquaintance with this field of study, 
to attempt a positive solution. It is sufficient to state the relevant considerations and the 
reasons which induced them to question their first assumption that the author of 1 was 
in 11. 1-29 drawing directly on the existing tex.t~fJohn. It may be added that the un
J ohannine character of most of the other material in 1 makes it quite impossible to regard 
the work as a sort of 'Proto-John'. 

Of the other Gospels, Luke is perhaps that to which 1 shows most affinity. As already 
remarked, a<pfcrrTJI.lI and lTaVAOXEiov occur only in Luke of the Evangelists. In the leper story, 
where the words occur, though the main portion is nearest to Matthew, the last extant 
sentence is Lucan, and the sentence which introduces it, a\mJS AE 6 KUPIOS KTA., has a 
rather striking resemblance to Luke iv. 30. In 1 Jesus is twice referred to, in narrative, 
as 6 KUpIOS. This is not found at all in the best text of Matthew or Mark, but there are 
14 (or IS) examples in Luke, and 5 in John (Streeter, Four Gospels, p. 212 f.). Mark 
never uses iAOU in narrative; in Matthew it occurs 32 times, in Luke 16, in John not at 
all. In 1 it is found once, in the leper story. The strange word EIl!3p1llaollal (1, 51) occurs 
once in Matthew, twice in Mark, twice in John, and not at all in Luke. In the episode 
of the Herodians (?) the question, with its double interrogative, in 11. 48-50 is nearest in 
form to St. Mark's version. It will be seen that the linguistic evidence is fluctuating, 
but the most important is perhaps the use of 6 KUPIOS in narrative, which is specially 
characteristic of St. Luke. 

To sum up : it is very doubtful whether 1 can be identified with any known uncanonical 
Gospel, with the possible (but very improbable) exception of the Gospel according to 
the Egyptians. The evidence indicates rather strongly that it represents a source or 
sources independent of those used by the Synoptic Gospels, and very likely, in part at 
least, authentic. Its relation to John is such as to suggest for serious consideration the 
question whether it may be, or derive from, a source used by that Gospel. It is now 
fairly well accepted (see, e.g., Streeter, Four Gospels, p. 12) that each of the four 
canonical Gospels was associated with a particular church, Mark with Rome, Luke with 
Achaea, Matthew perhaps with Antioch (Streeter, op. cit., pp. 500 if.), and John with 
Ephesus. The importance of these churches, it may be supposed, secured general 
acceptance for the Gospels associated with them, but there is no improbability, indeed 
there is considerable likelihood, in the supposition that other churches had also their 
Gospels,I which were not so received, and 1 may well be one of these. Its discovery in 
Egypt may suggest that it was written for the Christian community of Alexandria; but 

I Cf. Luke i. I E1TEIAi}1TEp lTOAAOl ElTEXEJPTJaCXV aVaTasaa6CXl Ali}YTJaIV 1TEpl TWV lTElTATJpO<pOpTJ
llEVWV EV T]lliv lTpaYlla-rwv. 
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this supposition is rendered a little doubtful by its connexion with John, which was 
pretty certainly the Ephesian Gospel. Perhaps, then, 1 originated in Asia and was later 
introduced into Alexandria and so into Egypt generally.! In any case it seems probable that 
it was of comparatively early composition, most likely before the end of the first century. 

It remains to discuss the order of the fragments and the position in Christ's ministry 
which is to be assigned to the incidents recorded. There is unfortunately no external 
evidence on this point. One numeral only occurs, on fragment 2 recto, and of this, which 
may be the number of the page, the folio, or the quire, too little remains for any reading. 
There is, however, some internal evidence as regards fragment I. The first eight lines of 
the recto follow so naturally on the verso that it seems safe to take them as the continuation 
of the incidents there related. Thus we can assume that the verso page of this leaf preceded 
the recto. There were three possible ways of making up a papyrus codex, all of which 
involved a single folding of the papyrus sheets which composed it, as contrasted with the 
successive foldings of a sheet of vellum or paper:2 several sheets might be laid fiat, one 
above another to the requisite number, and then folded once, forming one large quire 
for the whole volume; or single sheets might be folded separately so as to form a succession 
of quires, each consisting of only two leaves; or, finally, a small number of sheets, five, 
ten, twelve, &c., might be folded together to form quires of ten, twenty, or twenty-four 
leaves. The papyrus was ordinarily laid before folding with the recto uppermost, so that 
a folded sheet of two leaves showed the succession verso, recto, recto, verso. The available 
evidence, to which a valuable addition has lately been made by the Chester Beatty papyri, 
suggests that the two first methods were the earlier ones and that in very early times the 
single-quire method was the commoner, though the fact that P. Beatty I (early third 
century) consists of two-leaf quires is a warning against hasty generalization. If we may 
assume that 1 was formed of a single quire, then, since the verso of fragment I precedes 
the recto, it would appear that this leaf at least belonged to the first half of the Gospel
or to the first half of the codex if it contained more than one work. Such a position well 
suits the context, at least so far as the leper incident is concerned. It is notoriously 
difficult to find in the Gospels any secure basis for a chronology of Christ's ministry, but 
the position of the leper story in the three Synoptic Gospels certainly indicates for 
it a comparatively early date, and it is quite certain that the Synoptists placed it in 
Galilee. In Mark it follows the sentence' And he went into their synagogues throughout 
all Galilee, preaching and casting out devils', which suggests that the incident occurred 
in a city; and this is confirmed by Luke, who says explicitly 'while he was in one of the 
cities'. Now the incident which in 1 precedes it, the controversy with the lawyers and the 
rulers of the people, also points to a city of some size rather than a country place. Here, 
however, a difficulty arises. As already said, the J ohannine parallels in 11. I -29 are found 
in various passages of John; but all these passages occur in portions of the narrative 
located by John at Jerusalem. Yet in 1 the passage which contains them is immediately 

I Cf. the note on 11. 7-10 above. 
2 See F. G. Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome, pp. IOO-7; The 

Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, fase. I, pp. 9-13. 
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followed by one relating an incident elsewhere recorded as occurring in Galilee. These 
facts may be interpreted differently according to the view taken of the relation between 
1 and the canonical Gospels, especially John. If the author of 1 was excerpting John, 
we must suppose him to have culled isolated sentences from incidents at Jerusalem and 
woven them into a narrative which, from its position, should refer to Galilee; or, 
alternatively, that he transferred the leper incident from Galilee to Jerusalem. In the 
second case one cannot but feel some doubts as to the authority of 1 even in that incident. 
On the other hand, if John was using 1 (or its source) and incorporating into speeches 
at Jerusalem sentences which originally belonged to an incident in Galilee, this fact may 
seem to reinforce the doubts which many scholars have expressed as to the historicity of 
the earlier visits to Jerusalem which John alone records, though this is not a necessary 
inference. 

The position of fragment 2 is yet more uncertain than that of 1, and it is impossible 
even to decide with any certainty which side should be placed first. If indeed 1 and 2 

originally formed part of the same sheet, then 2 must follow I and its recto side must 
precede the verso, but there is no evidence for or against this. As 2 comes from the top of 
the leaf, 1 from lower down, it is difficult to compare the fibres, and in any case the 
fragments, even if from the same sheet, may have been parts of different KoAArUlC(TC(. Even 
if they were originally combined this would not prove that 2 recto followed 1 recto 
immediately, for if the codex was composed of a single quire many sheets may have lain 
above that which formed the two fragments preserved. Nor does internal evidence help 
in determining the order of the two sides of 2, for the text of the recto bears no relation 
to that of the verso, and it is clear that between the two there was a transition from one 
episode to another. There is indeed one point which is perhaps worth making. If the 
episode on the recto is a different version of the question of the Herodians, it should 
properly be placed at Jerusalem and late in the Gospel, since the Synoptists agree in 
assigning this incident to the days before the Passion. l There is, however, another 
possibility which is worth considering. St. Mark, after relating a series of conflicts with 
the scribes and Pharisees in Galilee, states (iii. 6; .cf. Matt. xii. 14; Luke vi. I I) that 
'the Pharisees went out, and straightway with the Herodians took counsel against him, 
how they might destroy him'. There must be something at the back of this statement. 
Did the Pharisees and Herodians actually go to the length of attempting, in an encounter 
unrecorded by the Synoptists, to entrap Jesus? And is the episode in fragment 2 recto 
a record of this, the subject of 1TC(pcxyev6Ilevol being the Herodians, or, more probably, 
the Herodians and Pharisees combined? If so, a plausible arrangement suggests itself. 
Fragment 2 verso (by the Jordan) may have come first. Jesus may then have proceeded 
to some Galilaean city, where the question about 01 l3C(cnAEiS was put to him; this may 
have been followed by the conflict with the lawyers and rulers of the people recorded in 

I M. Gognel denies that this can have occurred at Jerusalem, owing to the part played 
by the Herodians (Life of Jesus, Eng!. ed., p. 401). But surely there is nothing improbable 
in the presence of Herodians at Jerusalem just before the Passover; and they would be just 
the people whom the Pharisees would naturally think of calling in for this purpose. 
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fragment I; and finally came the leper incident. We should thus have the order: fragm. 2 

verso, fragm. 2 recto; fragm. I verso, fragm. I recto (it would not follow of course that 
I came immediately after 2). It is hardly necessary to emphasize the highly conjectural 
character of this suggestion; but it is at least worth considering. If, on the other hand, 
the question in fragment 2 recto was asked at Jerusalem, verso is more likely to precede 
recto, since Jesus should, if we follow the Synoptic account, proceed from the Jordan 
to Jerusalem rather than vice versa. It is not necessarily an argument against this that, 
since the episode at Jerusalem should come late in the Gospel, recto ought to precede 
verso in this half, for (I) the manuscript may not have been a single-quire codex, (2) the 
codex may have contained more than one work, our Gospel occupying the first half of it. 

There is no means of locating fragment 3. As pointed out in the notes, it is not, on the 
whole, likely that it formed part of fragment I, and it is certain that it does not come from 
fragment 2. 

The net result of this long discussion is, it is to be feared, a harvest of unsolved prob
lems. Some of these are likely to prove insoluble unless further evidence comes to light, 
but it may be hoped that others will at least be brought nearer to a solution by the labours 
of scholars more competent in the field of Biblical studies, to whose attention the frag
ments must now be left. 

G 



2. FRAGMENTS OF A GOSPEL COMMENTARY(?) 
Inv. No. Egerton Papyrus 3. Early third century. Fifteen small fragmentsy--all but 

two combining toform two larger ones, IS'3 cm. X8·S cm. and7'S cm. X4'I cm.,from 
two leaves of a papyrus codex written with two columns to the page. PLATE III (recto). 

WHEN complete each page of this codex must have measured some 15'2 cm. 
in breadth, and exceeded 15'5 cm. in height. The crease between the two 

columns of writing on fragment I indicates that it comes from the centre of a folded 
sheet (two pages), though the margins between the fold and the writing on either 
side are uncomfortably small, unless this was the central sheet of a quire. In any 
case, the sequence of the four columns is thus fixed as: verso col. ii, recto col. i, 
recto col. ii, verso col. i. Unfortunately the sequence of columns in fragment 2 is 
not so easily determined; but the ragged edge of the small portion of outer margin 
preserved more probably represents a tear between two conjoint leaves than a 
mutilated fore-edge; thus recto cols. i, ii probably precede verso cols. i, ii. 

The main interest of these sadly mutilated fragments lies in their early date. 
The neat, sloping, oval uncial hand is of a well-known type, which can be dated 
with considerable certainty. I Very similar examples are P. Oxy. 2082 and P. Ryl. 57, 
the former dated by the editors to the late second, the latter to the late second or 
early third century. The present fragments are therefore likely to have been written 
well before A.D. 250; and Professor Schubart, to whom a photograph was submitted, 
is probably right in regarding them as dating from quite early in the third century. 
They may accordingly be regarded as one of the earliest surviving manuscripts of 
Christian theological literature. 

Before turning to the question of authorship, something must be said of the 
nature of the work. Though tentatively described as a commentary, it is really too 
fragmentary to justify such an identification; all the intelligible passages seem to 
be concerned· solely with exegesis, but the whole work may well have been of 
a different nature---homiletic, dogmatic, apologetic, or polemical. For this publi
cation, however, the assumption will be made that it is in fact a commentary. 

The only clue to the date at which the work was composed lies in the manuscript 
itself. If this was written not very long after A.D. 200 the date of composition must 

I See Campbell Bonner, A Papyrus Codex of the Shepherd of Hennas, p. IS j the Berlin 
fragment of Hermas, P. 55 13, is very similar (Wi1cken, Tafeln z. alt. gr. Palaographie, Taf. iii). 
The Harris Homer (Kenyon, Class. Texts in the Brit. Mus., PI. VI) and P. Beatty I are also 
of the same general type. See also P. Oxy. 655, introduction. 
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presumably be placed before the end of the second century. This goes far towards 
disposing of the possibility, so attractive at first sight, that the author was Origen 
himself; for his great commentary on John, from one of the lost books of which 
the fragments might otherwise well have come, was not begun till about A.D. 218-
19,1 while the bulk of his work on the rest of the New Testament (e.g. his Com
mentaries and Homilies on Luke and Matthew) was subsequent to his flight from 
Alexandria in 232. If the date of the manuscript is to be brought down towards 
the middle of the century there is the further objection that, as Schubart has 
pointed out,2 'nach dem Vorgehen des Bischofs Demetrios wie fiir Origenes selbst 
so auch fiir seine Schriften in Agypten kein Raum mehr war'. And that, after his 
condemnation and flight, copies of his works would have been introduced from 
Caesarea into Upper or Middle Egypt is in the highest degree improbable. 

Nor do other Christian writers at the beginning of the third century seem to 
have any better claim; the only two exegetists of note are Hippolytus of Rome 
and Clement of Alexandria; but neither seems to have worked much on the New 
Testament, while Hippolytus' writings at least must be allowed a considerable time 
to spread to the interior of Egypt. 

The claims of second-century writers must therefore be considered. It is not 
at first easy to suggest a possible author, for Origen was in truth the father of 
Catholic exegesis on a scientific basis; there are, however, exegetic passages of 
considerable length in Irenaeus, and it is by no means improbable that these 
fragments may actually be from his pen. A slight additional probability is furnished 
by the fact that among the extraordinarily meagre fragments of patristic literature 
on papyrus, two are from third-century MSS. of Irenaeus, one of which rivals the 
present papyrus in antiquity.3 But it is clear from B. Kraft's study of New 
Testament quotations in Irenaeus4 that the fragments cannot be identified with 
any of Irenaeus' extant works, whether in the original Greek or in translation j and 
there are no passages sufficiently long or intelligible to enable any arguments to be 
founded on points of style or doctrine. The lost commentary on the Gospels by 
Theophilus of Antioch (ca. 180 A.D.) is perhaps another possibility. 

Apart from Irenaeus, there is very little· exegesis to be found in second-century 
Catholic writers, who in this branch of theology were completely overshadowed 
by their Gnostic contemporaries. That the present fragments come from some 
Gnostic treatise would not therefore be at all surprising; the earliest New 

I E. Preuschen, Die gr. christl. Schriftsteller d. ersten 3 Jhrdte: Origenes, iv, p. lxxix. 
2 Mitt. d. deutschen Inst.f. ag. Altertumskunde in Kairo, i (1930), 103. 
3 P. Oxy. 405 (iv. 264) and a papyrus at jena, published byH. Lietzmann in Nachrichten 

d. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, 1912, pp. 291-320. 
4 Die Evangelienzitate des heil. Ireniius, in Bardenhewer's Biblische Studien, Bd. 21, Heft 4. 
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Testament commentary of any kind was perhaps the >E~T)YT)TIK6: on the 
Gospel,! in twenty-four books, of the Alexandrian Gnostic Basilides, who flourished 
in the reign of Hadrian. Against Basilides himself, however, there is a serious objec
tion, for according to Jerome he, like Marcion and other heretics, rejected the Epistles 
to Timothy,2 a quotation from the second of which can be recognized with practical 
certainty in 11. 132-3' A more attractive possibility is Heracleon, the intimate 
(yvwP1IJOS) of Valentinus, and author of the first scientifically constructed com
mentary on any part of the New Testament; his commentary on John is only known 
to us by hostile notices in Catholic writers, above all Origen, who devoted a large 
part of his own gigantic commentary on the same Gospel to the refutation of 
Herac1eon's views. Though the present fragments reveal no trace of Gnosticism, 
their very imperfect nature must be borne in mind; many of the existing fragments 
of Herac1eon3 as little betray their origin, and much he says is acute and sensible. 

On the whole, then, these fragments might well emanate from some more sober
minded member of the Valentini an school, which took a special interest in John, 
while accepting as scripture the whole of the Catholic New Testament. On the 
Catholic side Irenaeus, who we know was read in Egypt, seems the most likely 
candidate. For any more definite conclusions the verdict of theological scholars 
must be awaited. 

The scribe's hand is clear and regular and his orthography good. Of nom£na sacra 
he uses KC and Be and their inflexional forms, and once (1. 68) IN. The diaeresis is 
inserted above initial t but apparently not on initial v (vrrapxcuv, 1. 85, but the surface 
of the papyrus is damaged above this letter). No accents or punctuation marks 
are used, but the rough breathing occurs several times. The only abbreviation 
besides the nom£na sacra is the stroke for v over a vowel at the ends of lines. In 
this transcript the text is printed in modem form, with accents, breathings, and 
punctuation marks. 

The following Biblical quotations are recognizable: Matt. iv. 5 (11. 4-8); Matt. 
xxvii. 52-3 (11. 9-12); Matt. v. 8 (11. 44-6); Ps. xi. 7 (11.54-8); John i. 14 (11.64-5); 
John i. 29 (11. 68--'71); John vi. 55 (11. 75-7); Phil. ii. 6 (11.84,); 2 Tim. ii. 19 
(11. 132-3). Only that from Matt. xxvii. 52 is of any textual importance. 

I Whether this means the Gospels as a whole, one particular Gospel, or a harmony or 
redaction by Basilides himself, is uncertain. 

2 Zahri, Gesch. d. neutestamentlichenKanons, i. 2662 • 

3 Collected by A. E. Brooke in Texts and Studies, i. 4. 
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Fragment I recto J 

Col. I. Col. 2. 

I [ J!3acr[ 

[ J¥cxyo[ 

[ TIVE JUI-\a TI9[ VTl pOv] 

[ ye]ypCXTIT<;X[1· TI<;X-] 

5 [paAal-\!3CxvEJ! 6 2.10!30AO[SJ 

[TOV '1(1)O"ou)v Eis T~V a]yiav TIOA[lV] 

[Kai EO"TTl crsv aU JTOV eTIi T[ 0 J 

[TITSpVylOV TO Ju lEpOU. K[ ai] 

[TIOAlV yeypCXTITJ<;Xl· iTOAACx crw-

10 [l-\aTa TWV KEJ~O\I-ITll-\evw(v) · [ 21 

[cryiwv flyep6]1) Kai sicrilA- · [ 
[6EV Eis TTjV cry Jiav iTOA1V · [ 

TIa]!?' TJl-liv iTO- · [ 
JTIOS EKEivoS ~[ 25 

IS Jews ~OO"I-lOV N 
] . TIOAlS ~[ 

J9V O:1TE- T[ 

]yov 01 2.[ 

19 JKEl s[ 30 

J . 

Fragment I verso] 

Col.!. Col. 2. 

[ .•••.. Jape 41 

[. • • • ]iT1O"K • [ 

8. 'iEpov. 10. j..\EVW. 
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Fragment I verso contd.] 

Col. I. 

3 I 

35 

Fragment 2 rectoJ 

6r [.JTlcr9[ 

[.Jocrov[ 

Col. 1. 

J. 

]0 

J 

J¥ 

Jc;x~ 

Js 

]v 

Jw 

J1 

Jo~ 

[.Jov i2!9[ V 1TE-J 

[pJ~crcrw~a cpr ... J . v [Kai 0 i\6-J 

65 [y J9S crCxp~ ~y'EVET[ 0 J 

-
44. KS. 50. (he. 

Col. 2. 

[ ... J1 ~CXKa[ 

[.Jev 0 K(Vp10)S ei[ 1TWV' ~CXK6:p10lJ 

[0 Ji Kaeapo[i .fj Kap21 \-C Ch1J 45 

[aJYToi .ov [e(eo)v o\!'ona1] 

[.]~E .00 ap . [ Kap-] 

[2J~as Kaeap[aS 

. o~ apeos . [ 

Tepov OTe[ E-J 50 

2a<p1cree![ cr ] 

Til KO~13[ ] 

i\oylwv K(vpio)v [ o \!,ai\-J 

~~20S 0 . [ .ex i\6-] 

Y1a K(vplo)v ~9[y1a ayv6:, &pyVP1-J 55 

ov 1Te1Ty[pW~EVOV, 20Kl-] 

~ov .[fj yfj, KeKaeap1cr~E-J 

vov Ev[.an i\acrlws 

Ka! [ 

. [ 60 

Col. 2. 

53. KV; so too 1. 55. 63. i'2.10[V. 
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Col. 1. 

66 [EV J ToiS E~fjS }~[ oJ 

['IJc:.u6:vvllS OUTO[ J 

[&AJACx TOV 'l(llo-ov)v EPX9[IJEVOVJ 

[npJos mlT[oJ!, Aey'~[l' i2E 0 o:-J 

70 [IJ J!'os T[ ov 6J (EO)V 0 alp,[ cvv TTJV 6:-J 

lJ<xpTi[ <XV T JOV K[ OO-IJOV 2fj-J 

AOV <h[l .. . JVO[ 

iV<;X 6v6[ 

E~EPX0I-;l[EV. • WS yeypan-J 

75 Tal' ,; [o-6:Jp~ [IJOV O:A1l6i)S EO"TI(V)J 

~pc.oo-![sJ K<;x[iJ TO <;x[TIJ6: 1J0vJ 

O:A116n[S EO"TIV nOO-IS 

n<xo-x[ TO 0:-J 

A1l61V9[V cpc.oS .... J . [ .• J • 

80 o:pxi) EO"T[lV npos TOJV 6(EO)V 

6(EO)S. TOtiT[O EO"TIV TO CPJc.oS 

TO O:A1161[vov, 7lAlOS \/TIJEP TO(V) 

iiAIO[VJ ';1J[c.ov cpJ~Ti3CV(V). 

ols ~E 9 AOYO[S 8s EVJ I-;lopcpfj 

85 6(EO)V \/TI6:PXc:.u[v oUX 6:pJna

YlJoS ,;yi)[ o-aTO TO EJJV<Xl 

[iJo-<x 6(E)c;J o-ap~ [EyevETJo, TO\J

TOIS cpwS T[O O:A1l6EsJ ~O"TI(V) 

[EJis o:pXCxS T[ J ';I-;l~-

90 p,c.ov Tplc;J[ V 

[ .. J . !V cpaV[ 

[ .•. J npocpl1[ 

66. 'jA[. 
81. as. 
87. ac.u. 

68. iV. 70. a]u. 
8z. TO. 83. <p]c.uTI3w. 
88. EOII. 

<;XI-;l[ 

ano[ 

111J[ 

T<Xo-[ 

E1T1[ 

Trl1!C 
1Je: • [ 

[ 

IJEg[ 

7z. i\OVOT[I. 

84. OIS. 85, av. 

Col. 2. 

93 

95 

100 

73. 'iva:. 80. av. 
85-6. 1. apTr<ryliov. 
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Fragment 2 verso] 

Col. 1. 

10~ }pcx 

] . [vv] 

JVT1lS 

105 J9V 

]00-
JelTlCY 

}.jJM-

]r<;x[ 

Col. 2. 

] ... [ 
J .. [ 

J defaced [ 

eJ~[A JcxcygcxV [TfjSJ 

III 

[r MIA ]cxicx[s . . . . . JvoV9[ lIS 

]TO <;X1l"[ 

J . [ ...... JTTl[ 

Jcy~[ .... J~o .. [ 

JUK9[· .J~g~~[ 

JOIO .. [ ...• JT[ 120 

Je o[.J~[ ..•. J~' ECYTIV 

J • e .. [ Jo[.Jev 

J . [.J .. cxs 

] . [.J . TCXl 

J ... vV~ T. 125 

J~[.J . CX1l"9 ..• 

J 6 Zexxcx-

[picxs J $,ov 

KCXi[ Jv TI<;Xp' cxV-

TOV [ ... TIwAosJ :As EV 130 

Tfj [~ TIPOS TI~6eeJ9V Aeye[l]' 

EY.V[c.o K(Vpl0)S TOUS Qv]r<;x[sJ cxV-

TOV cx[ J~ep9[·J 

KCXt[ J .• Vl1V[ 

103. The v is deleted by a stroke through it. Two dots above it and v may also be intended 
as marks of deletion. 
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Col. I. Col. 2. 

109 JT1crc.o T11[ Jr[ 11J$ Tfis 135 

J. [ .. J. ~EY.[ J •• TTlP 

Kat[ JI:I9.¥V~ [ 

Ka[ J11 TfjS 

J11S TOV 

] . [ 140 

] 01.[ 

JOK[ 

2. Perhaps &]Vayo[v, agreeing with TI1IEV~a. 

4-8. Apparently a free quotation of Matt. iv. 5 T6TE Tl"apaAal-lj3CxvEI mh6v 0 AI&j30AOS Eis -rljv 
ayfav Tl"OAIV, KaiEO"T1')aEv mhov hTi TO Tl"TEpVyIOV TOO IEpOO. In lines 4-5 there is not space 
enough to restore Tl"a-]I[paAa~j3Cxvel mho],:" though AOI-I-JI[j3CxvEI mho],:, would suit; in that 
case, however, it becomes difficult to fill up the lacuna in line 6, for [EIS T1W 0] is quite 
insufficient for the space (cf. 1. 12 where the lacuna is if anything a little shorter, but still 
must have contained [6EV EIS T1)V ay]). The most likely solution is that Jesus had not been 
previously mentioned, so that the author substituted TOV 'ITJaoOv for Matthew's mhov, 
at the same time changing the order. 

9-12. Taken from Matt. xxvii. 52-3 Koi TCx ~vTJ~io avEcilx6TJaav Kol Tl"oMa aWl-laTa TOOV 
KEKOI~TJI-IEVCUV ayfcuv Tjyip6TJaav' Kal e~EA6ovTES EK TOOV I-IVTJI-le{cuv" ~Cx -rljv eyEpalv mhov EiafiA60v 
ets -rljv ayfav Tl"OAIV Kat Eveq>avfa6TJaav Tl"OAAOis. The papyrus agrees with C; ACWr 1l 
against ~BDGLe famm. I, 13, in reading the singular Tjyep6TJ for Tjyep6TJaav. The 
omission of E~EA6oVTES .•. a\rroO makes it necessary to restore the singular, ElafjA[6ev. 

Clearly the whole of this passage centres upon some mystical interpretation of the 
Holy City; consequentlyw]rros is a very plausible conjecture in 1. 14, and perhaps KTfa]Ecus 
Koa~ov in 1. IS (cf. Rom. i. 20 cXrrO KTfaecus K6a~ov). It is worth noting that fanciful 
interpretations of Jerusalem and the Temple are especially prominent in Heracleon, as 
may be seen from the following quotations (the numbers are those given by Brooke): 

Fr. 13. OS (sc. Heracleon) q>TJal Tljv els 'lepoaoAvl-la avoAov aTJI-I01VEIV -n1V cXrro TOOV VAIKOOV 
Eis TOV \jJVXIKOV Torrov, TVyXclvovTa EIKOVO Tfjs <lepovaaAi}~, &vaj3oalv TOO Kvpiov. . .. i}yeiToI 
yap Ta I-IEV cXylO TOOV ayfcuv e1VOI TO lEpov, els 8: ~ovoS 0 &pXIEpruS dafEI, Ev60 011-101 a\rrov AEyElV 
TOUS TI1IEV~aT1KOUS xoopEiv. Ta AE TOO rrpovaov, orrov Kot 01 AeviTol, aVl-lj30AOV elval TOOV E~CU TOV 
Tl"ATJPWl-laTOS 1JIVX1KOOV eVplO"KO~eVCUv EV acuTTJpfc;x. 

Fr. 20 (On the Woman of Samaria). Eirroov (sc. Heracleon) opos ~Ev TOV Alaj3oAov 
Aeyea6al, il TOV Koal-loV mhoO, Errefrrep I-Iepos EV 0 Alaj3oAos OATJS TfjS VATJS, q>TJaiv, Tjv, 0 AI; Koal-los 
TO aVl-lrrav TfjS KaK10S opos, epTJl-lov OIKTJTi}ploV 6TJpioov, 4> rrpoaEKWow rrCxvTES otrrpo vo~ov Kot 

H 
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01 E6vIKOI' '(Ep0o-OAV\.la: 2.s -riJv KIlO-IV 11 T~lV KTlo-TIlv' 4> lTPOcrEKVvovv ot '(ov2.a:iol. CiAAa Ka:t 2.ev-repws 
opOS \.lev Evo\.lIO"EV Elva:1 -riJv KT(o-IV ~ 01 EevlKot npoo-eKVvow' '(ep0o-oAV\.la: 2.s TOV KTiCTlTlV, 4> ot 
'(ov2.a:iol eACrrpevov. 

If this explanation be accepted, L 13 probably contains some reference to r, lTa:]p' r,\.liv 

lTO[AIS, i.e. the earthly Jerusalem. 

41. Possibly \.la:K Ja:p[ 

42-4. E.g. e]lTIO"KC;>[lTflTEOV ,OhlVES El]l[o-IV o]! \.la:KO[pIOI· TOv-rO E2.el]I[~]EV 6 K(VpIO)S el[lTwv InA. 

44-6. = Matt. v. 8. 

47. The delta stands some way further in than the initial delta of 1. 51, consequently it 
was probably preceded by one letter. Possibly [6] 2.S ..• agreeing with the masculine noun 
qualified by op66s in 1. 49. apy.[ vplov is suitable. 

49. Possibly 1!0~ (e.g. -ru-]Il!o~); or \.la:KO] I [p]!OS would not be too much for the space. 

50. oTe, or perhaps 6 Te[, a proper name. 

54. The seventh letter is much more like v than T, so e.g. o-r[e AEYEI is improbable. 
Perhaps something like TIEpt TWV] I AOYlwv K(vpio)v [ex AeyEI 6 '¥a:i\]I\.lCj>2os OIi[K CtyvoEis' Ta 

M]IYIa: KTA. 

54-8. = Ps. xi. 7. There is perhaps no need to correct 2.oKIIJOV, for in papyri 2.oKIIJOS is 
much commoner than 2.oK(\.lIOS, and may have been a genuine variant in this passage. 

63-4. mplo-o-wpa: does not occur in either the Old or New Testament. <P[flo-]!V or q>[epe]!v 
would be rather short for the lacuna. <pC eVy ]~v would suit. 

64-5. = John i. 14. 

66. Possibly !~[ Wv. 

67. oiho[s? But CiAM in 1. 68 suggests oli TO[V 2eiva: CiA]M TOV '(flO-OW. 

68-71 • = John i. 29. 

72. OT[I 6 alJ]vo[s is possible. 

73. 'iva: 6v6[. Probably iva: 6v6[fj, i.e. TV6fj. The spelling e6vefl is found in P. Bouriant 3, 
col. iii, lines 62 and 64, which, curiously enough, also refer to the Paschal Lamb. Possibly 
the papyrus had some paraphrase of Jeremiah xi. 19 (&pv{ov &yopevov TOU eVEo-6a:1). 

74. E~epxol;l[ev .• suggests a reference to the Exodus and the first Passover. 

75-7· = John vi. 55. 

78. No doubt lToo-X[a:; cf. Ka:t yap TO lTOo-xa: T]\.lWV ETV6f\ XPIO"TOS, I Cor. v. 7. 

79-88. ' ... the beginning (?) of all things (?), God beside God. This is the True 
Light, a Sun shining above our sun. And to those for whom the Word, who, being in 
the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God, became flesh, even to 
them is he the True Light .... ' 
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79-80. ev]1 apxiJ eOL[iv TIpOS 'To]v 6(eo)v looks at first sight an obvious restoration, but 
John i. 1 has EV apxiJ i'jv, and it is difficult to believe that such a passage could have been 
misquoted, especially since critics devoted much space to the use of the imperfect in this 
very verse. Furthennore, if this reconstruction is accepted it becomes exceedingly 
difficult, if not indeed impossible, to construe 6e6s in 1. 81. It is perhaps on the whole 
better to treat apXTJ as nominative and place a comma after fOLIV, e.g. 1) TrwJr[oo]I! apXTJ 
eOL[lV, TrpOS 'To]v 6eov 6e6s. Cf.Origen, Comm. z'n Ioann. i. 22 (p. 21) Eyoo :M e<p{OLT)I..\l eI Kai 
fOLIV elTTEiv expXT]V 'TWV OV'TOOV eIVal'TOV Yiov'ToO 0eoii i\eYOVTa' eyw ellli 1) apXTJ Kai TO'Tei\os 
K'Ti\. 

82-3. Cf. Ecclesiasticus xlii. 16 1)i\IOS CPOOTl3OOV KaTCx TraV eTre13i\e~ev. 

84-7. = Phil. ii. 6. 

89. Cf. Genesis i. 16 eis apxCxS 'Tils 1)IlEpaS, where, however, expxa( means 'rule'. 

92. It is not certain whether this was the last line of the page or not. 

130-3. = 2 Tim. ii. 19 (= Numbers xvi. 5). 



3. 2 CHRONICLES XXIV. 17-27 

Inv. No. Egerton Papyrus 4. Third century. Two fragments (each made up of several 
smaller ones), together forming the upper and lower portions of a single leaf of a 
codex, complete at top and bottom, except for the margins. Present size about 
II.2 cm. XIO em. One column to the page. PLATE IV (verso). 

T HESE exiguous remains of a codex of 2 Chronicles, in which verso precedes 
recto (so that the leaf comes from the first half of a single-quire codex or 

of a quire in a codex composed of several quires, more probably the latter), offer 
little of interest. As regards text, the papyrus stands about midway between A 
and B, perhaps nearer to B; but in v. 27 (1. 48) it carries back by two centuries 
the history of a glaring corruption in A. The scribe was apparently careful as 
a rule, but in 11. 45-6 he has skipped a whole line of the text. 

The hand is a regular but not calligrapruc uncial of the third century, perhaps 
about the middle rather than the later part of the century. There are no accents, 
but the rough breathing occurs several times. The diaeresis is used on initial 1 

(but not on tEpoVCTaAT)Il, 1. 26), and the apostrophe after OVK. The rugh point is 
frequent. Nomina sacra which occur are KC and ec and cases (TTNA is restored 
in 1. 10). 

The lacunae have been filled up from the text of A. E. Brooke and N. McLean; 
The O.T. in Greek acc. to the . ... Codex Vaticanus. Where B has the general 
support of the MSS. the fact is not specially noted. Professor Rahlfs has assigned 
to this leaf the number 971 in his list of MSS. of the Old Testament. 

Verso. 2 Chronicles, xxiv] 

Top of page. 

(17) lov2.a Kat -r:r[pOCTEKVVT)CTaV TOV [3am] 

AEa' TOTE ETIT)K[ OVCTEV auTOtS 0 [3aCTtAEvs'] 

(18) Kat eyKaTeAm[ov TOV KV ev Tc.uV TIa] 

TEpc.uV auTc.uy [ Kat EAOVAEVOV TatS a] 

5 CTTapTatS Kat T[ ots Et2.c.uA01S' Kat EYEVE] 

TO opYT) E1T1 'iO[VAa Kat tEpOVCTaAT)1l ] 

( 19) EV TT) T)IlEpa T[ auTT)' Ka1 aTIECTTEtAEV TIpOS ] 

avTOVS TIpo<p[ T)Tas E1T1CTTpEl.JJat TIpOS Kv] 
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KO:l OV~' n~9[ VO'av' KO:l 1HE~CXpTVpav] 

(20) 10 "I[ 0 CXVT01S KCXt OVX' V1TllKOVO'av' KCXt ?TVCX] 

[6v EVE2vO'EV TOV CX3CXptav TOV TOV 'iW2CXE] 

[TOV lEpEO: KCXl CXVEO'Tll E7TavW TOV ACX] 

[OV KCXt El7TEV' TciAE AEyEl Ks' Tl 7TCXpCX] 

[7TOPEVE0'6E TCXS EVTOAO:S KV' KCXl OUK EV] 

IS [o2c.u61l0'EcreE' OTI eyKCXTEAl7TETE TOV Kv] 

(21) [KCXl EYKCX]T<;X~~!~~[l V~o:]S' KCXl ~[TI]~~~[V] 

[TO CXVTW KO:l] ~Nl]6[ o(3]O~n[ O'av J <;XVT0V 21<;"( 

[EVTOAllS 'iW]<;"([sJ TOV (30:[0' J!AEWS EY [O:VAllJ 

(22) [ OlK J 9Y ~Y' KO:l OUK' E~V[ llJa6Tj 'ic.ucxS [70V J 

20 EAEOVS av E7TOlllO'EV [~JET' CXVTOV [Yc.u] 

2CXE 0 7Tcx!1l P CXy[ TOV J KO:l E6cxvo:[ TWO'EV J 

[ T ]9V YIOV CXVTOV' Ko:t c.uS <X7TE6v[ llO'KEV J 

(23) El7TEV' 1201 Ks KO:l KPIVCXTc.u' KCX[l EyE] 

VETO ~ETO: TllV qyY'~~EIO:Y [TOV J 

25 [EJVlCXVTOV O:VE(3ll E'l) [0:]Y70V 2V[VCX~lS] 

Bottom of page. 

Recto] 
Top of page. 

[O'VPICXS KCXt llA6EV Em 'iov]2cx KCXt E7Tt Ie 

[pOVO'CXAllW KO:l KClIE<P6JEIPEV 7TO:V7CXS 

[70VS CXPXOVTO:S TOV AO: ]OV EV Tc.u AO:W' 

[Ko:t 7TCXVTO: TO: O'KVAO: 0: ]UlWV <X7TEO'TEt 

(24) 30 [A<XV Tc.u (3O:O'lAEt 2cx~0:0' ]KOV OTt ev OAt 

[Y01S av2pCXO'lV 1TCXPEY]~VETO 2vvo:~tS 

[O'VplO:S KCXt 0 as 1TCXpeA ]~KEV ElS TO:S XEt 

[po:s CXVTWV 2VVCX~1V] 'l)9i\i\llV O'<po 

[2po: 071 EYKCXTEAl7TOV] ~V ~V Tc.uV TIO: 

35 [7Epc.uV CXVTWV' KCXt ~E70: YWCXS] ~[TIOtll] 
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(25) [<rEV KpllJerra' Kal IJETa TO CX1TEAeEIV av] 

[TOUS CX1T auTOU EV TOO EyKerraAl7TElV] 

[avTOV EV lJaAaKlatS IJEYaAatS' Kat] 

[ETIEeEVTO auTOO 01 TIat:AES auTOU EV] 

40 [allJaO"lV UIOU 'ioo:Aae TOU 'iEpEOOS Kal] 

~~[ av ]errwof av a]yrc;w E[ m TllS KAIVllS] 

<;xUTOU' Kal CX1TEeavEV' ~[at eempav] 

[auTO]V EV TI[OA]EI :Aa9Y~I[:A' Kat OUK] 

[Eemy]av auTOV EV TW Ta<poo TWV l3a 

(26) 45 [ O"lA ]EOOV· Kal ~[m]eEIJEVOI ETI avTOV 3a 

(27) [I3EA] 0 TOU O"alJa. [. 1J]<!'a/?[IJrllS ~<;X! 9! 

[UIO]! auTOU TIaVTES Kat TIPOO"llAeOV 

[au Jrw 01 TIEVTE' Kat Ta AOl1Ta TOO 'i9y[:Aa] 

[YEypa]IJ[IJE]V<;X [Em T]llV ypa<pllv TOOV 

Bottom of page. 

3. EYKcrTEAl1TOV: EVKcrTEA11TOV Brooke-McLean (B). EyKcrTEAEl1TOV ANage2• Presumably the 
papyrus read EyK. in other places where the word occurs. 

6. KCXt IEPOVO"ex'ATW: possibly Kat E7f1IEpOVO"ex'AT)1-\ with BahAN rell., but the length of the lines 
is not sufficiently regular to decide the point. 

II-IS. These lines are of course merely printed exempli gratia, as it is impossible to be 
sure how the text was divided. 

1 S. EyKcrTEA11TETE: see note on 1. 3. 

17. Ala: At' all MSS. 

20. EAEOVS: EAatovS' A. 

23. KPIVcrTUl: so Brooke-McLean (B). KpEIVcrTUl B'*'. KplVETUl Aa. 

23. i'2l01: the second 1 is an addition, probably by the same scribe. 

26. lovAa: so Brooke-McLean (B). IOVACXV ANabd (vex corr.) efjnp-e2• 

27. KcrTecpeelpev: so Agm. KCX'Tecp6s1pcxv Brooke-McLean (B). 

31. TrapeyeveTO: so Brooke-McLean (B). TrapeylvETo Ac2• 

36-4°' See note on 11. II-I5. 

41. cxJ'!T<?v: it is difficult to see what else can have occurred here, and the v seems certain, 
but the remaining letters can hardly be reconciled with the traces. 
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43. 4exOVEI4: if correctly read, the spelling is unique. -

45. ETrI6E~evoI: the omission of 01 before ETrl6e~evol is only found in a. 

55 

45-6. 3exf3ei\ 0 TOV crex~ex 0 ex~~o:vel'TT)S Kexl 3w3exf3e:6 0 TOV cro~exlw6 0 ~wexf3elTT)S Brooke
McLean (B). 3exf3e6 0 TOV crex~o:e 0 ex~~O:VITT)S Kexl IW3exf3e4 0 TOV crex~expl6 0 ~wexf3ITT)S A. 
There are countless discrepancies in the proper names, and the papyrus has apparently 
telescoped them into something like 3ex[f3e6] 0 TOV crex~ex~ [0 ~]~CX~[I]TT)S, omitting a whole 
line of text. 

48. TOO. The beginning of TWV f3excrli\EWV, i.e. the scribe dropped another line of text, but 
noted the error in time and cancelled the two letters he had written. 
IOV4ex: so A only. 140V all other MSS. 

49. TT)V: om. A only. 
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4. LEAF FROM A LITURGICAL BOOK 

Inv. No. Egerton Papyrus 5. Fourth-fifth century. Leaf of a codex, I9 em. X I6·8 cm. 
PLATE V (recto). 

CONSIDERING how scanty is our knowledge of the primitive liturgies of the 
Church, the recovery of a complete page from a liturgical book written in the 

fourth or fifth century is an event of considerable interest. Most of the liturgical 
fragments on papyrus previously discovered, I even when of very late date, reveal 
only slight points of contact with extant liturgies, and the present document is no 
exception; in fact it is if anything more difficult than most of the earlier finds to 
identify. 

In the upper margins of verso and recto respectively appear what at first sight 
would seem to be page-numbers, A, B. But the occurrence of what is certainly the 
numeral B at the end of 1. 13 shows that these numbers must refer to a succession 
of prayers; the verso might well have been headed A for the reason that Prayer A 
is continued at the top of this page, and occupies the greater part of it. Similarly 
B at the top of the recto indicates that Prayer B is continued at the top of this page, 
and, as no further numeral occurs, occupies the whole of it. The lectional signs 
in lines 26-7 cannot be read as marking the beginning of a third prayer, and 
certainly neither can be taken for r. 

This numeration might perhaps suggest that we have here a collection of prayers 
like those attributed to Serapion of Thmuis; but the intimate connexion of 
A and B, and the lack of any titles, are against this, and it is far more probable 
that this is a definite service-book, possibly indeed something corresponding to 
the modern Euchologion. That it is not a complete text of the liturgy is abundantly 
clear from the abrupt ending of A, not to mention the absence of rubrics. 

The most obvious parallel for this numbering of prayers is the Prayers of the 
Faithful in the Byzantine Rite (EvXexi 'ITlO"TWV eX' I W), and that the papyrus contains 
some part of the Mass of the Faithful is likely enough. It must, however, be 
admitted that it is impossible to point to the slightest resemblance with the extant 
Prayers of the Faithful in any Byzantine Liturgy; not only are phraseology and 
vocabulary entirely different, but the papyrus makes no direct reference to the 

1 Convenient though very incomplete collection by C. del Grande, Liturgiae Preces 
Hymni Christianorum e papyris collecti2 , Neapoli, 1934. Subsequent finds include P. 
Wurzb. 3, and G. Ghedini, 'Frammenti liturgici in un papiro milanese' (Aegyptus, xiii, 
1933, pp. 667-73)· 
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Oblation such as is normal in the extant prayers. At the same time it is even more 
difficult to fit the papyrus into the Egyptian Rite; for the 'Three Great Prayers' 
which there follow the Prayers of the Faithful, and to which the numeration of 
the papyrus might be held to refer, are for very definite objects, viz. the Church, 
the Patriarch, and the Congregations. That Prayers A and 8 of the papyrus 
cannot be identified with the first and second of the 'Three' is sufficiently obvious. 

The phraseology and vocabulary of the papyrus are equally far removed from 
those of the extant liturgies. Though using for the most part the Biblical vocabulary, 
the composer of these prayers made little use of direct quotation from the Bible, 
indeed the only phrase which can be called a quotation is four words from Ps. lxxviii. 
13 (1. 8). The result is thus very different from the centos of Biblical phrases 
which make up so large a part of extant liturgies; and the appearance of originality 
is enhanced by the use of unusual words, such as a:AEKTOS (1. 12), a:q>Onos 
(1. 20), KOTEEIV (1. 20), e-rnKriplos (1. 20), TEKOS (1. 26), eVKTTjploS (1. 33), several 
of them drawn, as is characteristic of the Byzantine period, from the Epic 
vocabulary. 

In the upper and lower margins of the recto is some Coptic writing in red ink, 
for the interpretation of which we are indebted to Mr. W. E. Crum. According 
to him it is a list of 'sprigs', Tep (Middle-Egyptian for Ho.p) of various kinds, 
possibly an extract from some magical recipe, and certainly having no connexion 
with the text of the papyrus. Mr. Crum compares A. M. Kropp, Ausgewiihlte 
koptische Zaubertexte, i, p. 49 = ii, pp. 59-60, and (for the number seven) 
K. Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae, ii, No. XII, 11. 15-39. 

~ iiTepii ••...• 

~ ii.u.TPcl(nH) 

7 iiTope 

~ iiTep ii!!Je ii[ 

~ jJTep ii~PTe.u.lClII..C 

~ iJTep ii'2lo.~~m 

~ iiTep iin~ 

~T'i e[ . nJoT ROT' ii~~·;\.u.II..'h.~I 

Translation: 

Seven sprigs of . . . . . 
Seven of myrtle 
Seven of willow 

Seven sprigs of wood2 of [ 
Seven sprigs of wormwood 
Seven sprigs of laurel 
Seven sprigs of tamarisk 

. . . . . a little rue 

I = Greek apllcxi\cx, with the common metathesis of p and A. Cf. L. and S., s. V. 

2. 'Wood of' sometimes forms part of the name of a particular tree, cf. Crum, A Coptic 
Dictionary, p. 546 a infra. 

I 



Verso. 

Recto. 

5. 1. TEAElwO"ov. 
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aykxQ"ov, 2no:epEYJOV, e1TlcrVva~ov, A101KTlCY91! 

(rnlP1CYov, ~o~acyov, ~E~akvCYov, TIolllavov, 

c?:Y9:9'TlCYov, <pWT[1CY]9V, Elp,;vEvcyov, ot~9-

5 VOIlTlCYOV, 'TEi\lC9gov ) 'T[ ov] i\ao[ V] 

oV EK'TIcyc.u, 'Toy ~aov 'TOV [TI ]Ep10UCY10V, 

'TOV i\aov OV EN v ]'Tpwcyc.v, ['T ]c;>v i\aov OV 

eKo:i\Ecyas, 'TOV i\aov cyov, ['Ta] TIpo~aLa 'Tf\s 

vOIlf\~ CJ9V• [YJ ]vxfis ';Ilwl' Y[ 0 ]CY9YCJTIS 1aLpOS 

10 IlOVOS ~T CYU, g1J aYcMi\[10:CYEl .. ]p~!, VOCYEOV'TaS 

';llaS eEpO:TIEVCYOV, IlTI TH:laS em[oJpiYJ1JS 

WS aAEK'T[ 0 ]V~ CYf\s eEp<;xV[ El]as. cyoO aTIO 

CY'TOllaLOS i\oy[ 0 Js VyIEla~ [eJCY'Tlv AO'T';p. ~ 

'TaO-r' ahOUIl~e<;x 1J<;Xp,[ a cyoO,J AECYTIO'Ta, 1J<;xpes 

IS 9g<;x nllo:p'TOIlEV, Km[EXE] E! 'T1 allap'To:vE1V 

[ <p J~Pl, ~al 1lT] [';]IlWV K[ aLa]YPO:YJ1JS ocya TIa

P<;xy91lc.uS rnpO:~aIlEY· [ CY ]f\s aVE~IKaKlas 

EPYOV a<pECY1S allap'T1wv. EU\rPETIOV ECY'TIV, 

20 a<pel'TE, eVTl'ToiS 1lT] Kl'TEE1V rn1KTlP101S, 

9~qYO~101S, rn1llOXeOV [y]f\v Ex0VCY1V. EU

[Ep]Y.E'T(;W OU AlaAElTIE1S, 9:<peOVOs yap el crV, 

TIO:v AiAc.vS, Oueev i\all~O:vc.uv, aVEV-

AET]S yap ei, TIav ayaeov [eCY]'TIV CYOV, KaKOV 

25 Ae 1l0VOV ou CYOV, <paOi\ov ECY'T1V 0 1lT] 

14. TCXVT' pap. 16. 1. q>epEI. 19. 1. EVrrPE'ITES'. 20. 1. KOTEEIV. 
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BeAE1S, TEKOS EVV01WV TJj.lETEpWV)--

'\ TI'pOrrAe~CXl TIap' TJj.lWV Tas \jJaAj.lCf>AlaS, 

Tas vj.lvq>Alas, Tas EVXCxS, Tas TIap<XJ<A~

erets, Tas AE~crE1S, TO:S a~100rrE1S, Tas {TO:S} 

30 E~Oj.lOAoy~rrE1S, TO:S ahi}crE1S, TO:S EVxaplO"Tlas, 

r1W 1l"poBuj.llav, Ti)v O"TIOVAi}V, TO:S aypuTIVf

as, TOS •... [ .• ]~lC;X~, TO:S Xaj.lEVVlaS, T~~ 

EVKTrlpfovS q>c..:lVCxS. q>lACxvBpc..:lTIOV ~X[ OV-] 

TES AEO"TIOTT)V, cre rOV aiooVlcuv J3acrlAec;x, 

35 iKETEVOj.lEV TO KaB' TJj.lCXs OlKTOV a~la 

28. v~v"'2uas pap. 34. 1. ai~vlov. 35. IKeTevo~ev pap. 

TRANSLATION 
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. sanctify, sustain, gather, govern, establish, glorify, confirm, pasture, raise 
up(?), enlighten, pacify, administer, perfect-the people which Thou hast established, 
the peculiar people, the people which Thou hast ransomed, the people which Thou 
hast called, Thy people, the sheep of Thy pasture. Thou art the only physician 
of our ailing souls, keep us in Thy joy (?), heal us in sickness, cast us not away as 
unfit to receive Thy healing. The word of Thy mouth is the giver of health. 

II. These things we beg of Thee, Master; remit whatever we have done amiss, 
check(?) whatever leads(?) us to sin, neither record against us all that we have done 
unlawfully. Forgiveness of sin is the expression of Thy long-suffering; it is a fair 
thing, 0 Immortal, not to be wroth with mortals, doomed to destruction, short
lived, inhabiting a toilsome world. Never dost Thou cease to do good, for Thou art 
bountiful; Thou givest all, taking nought, for Thou lackest nothing; every righteous 
thing is Thine, unrighteousness alone is not Thine. Evil is that which Thou 
wouldest not, the child of our imaginations.-Receive from us these psalmodies, 
these hymnodies, these prayers, these supplications, these entreaties, these requests, 
these confessions, these petitions, these thanksgivings, this readiness, this earnest-
ness, these vigils, these ...... , these couchings upon the earth, these prayerful 
utterances. Having a kindly master in Thee, the eternal King, we beseech Thee 
[to behold?] our pitiful state .... 

5. The stroke in the centre of the line apparently serves to mark the end of the long suc
cession of imperatives, and is intended to give help in reading. 

8-9. Cf. Ps. lxxviii. 13 ,;~is yap i\aos crov Kai rrp6~aTa TfjS vo~fjs crov. See also Ps. xciv. 7, 
xcix. 3. 
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9-10. For this very common metaphor see Wilcken, P. Wiirzb. 3 verso, l. 18 note; 
Brightman, Lz"iurgies Eastern and Western, i. 340, &c. crij ayoAA[II~crel 'Ti]]pei is a possible 
restoration. 

16. [cp]~pl is not very satisfactory, but an alternative reading is not obvious. 

27. The purpose of the sign in the margin is obscure, unless it is to mark the main verb. 

31-2. Cf. Const. Apost. ii. 56 ayp\TlTviolS'. acrITlolS'. xo~ewlolS'. AIUlYl-loiS'. rrAT]yoiS'. CPVACXKOiS' 
KTA. Both are of course ultimately based upon 2 Cor. xi. 23, 27. In line 32 the letters 
after TOS' might be read 1019"[, but there seems no obvious restoration. 
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INDEX TO THE NEW TEXTS 

.ALL words completely preserved, or partially preserved but restored with absolute cer
tainty, are included here. Words completely restored by the editors are disregarded, 
those doubtfully restored or read are followed by a query. 3, being a known text, is not 
indexed. 

ayaMs, 4, 24. 
ayaAA{aC1\S, 4, 10 (?). 
ayl<i300, 4, 2. 

clyIOS, 2, 6, 12. 
aypVJTvla, 4, 3 1 • 
tXAeKTos, 4, 12. 
aAftAWS, 1, 61. 
ailJa, 2, 76. 
aipw, 2, 70. 
ahiw, 4, 14. 
aiTllCfIS, 4, 30. 
alwvlos, 4, 34. 
OKOVW, 1, 53 (?). 
aA1l6ftS, 2, 77. 
&A1l6IVOS, 2, 78, 82. 
&AM, 2, 68 (?). 
CxlJaPTclvOO, 4, IS bis. 
CxlJapTla, 2,70; 4, 19. 
allvos, 2, 69. 
OvevAeftS, 4, 23. 
Ove~IKCXKla, 4, 17. 
OvftKW, 1, 49. 
OvICfTf\IlI, 4, 4 (?). 
avola, 1, 50 (?). 
avOIJOS, 1, 4 (?). 
a~los, 4, 35. 
a~!wCfIS, 4,29. 
OOrEx,w, 1, 57. 
OOrICfTla, 1, 19 (?). 
OOro, 1, 31, 39, 58; 4, 12. 

00r0A1Aoolll, 1, 48 (?), 49 (?). 
OOroKplvollal. 1, 17. 
OOroKTeivw. 1, 84 (?). 
OOrovevw, 1, 31. 
OOropew, 1,63. 
OOropphrroo. 4, I I. 

apyliplov. 2, 55. 
CxP'TTayIJOS. 2, 85. 
apxft. 1,49 j 2, 80, 89. 
apxwv. 1, 6, 25 (?). 

aCfTaTOS, 1, 62. 
a1iTos, 1, 14, 18 (?), 24 (?), 25 

his, 28, 29, 30 bis (?), 36, 
39, 43, 44, 49 (?), 51, 52, 
56, 57, 62, 68 (?), 78 j 2, 7, 
46, 69, 128 (?), 129, 132. 

acpeCfIS, 4, 19. 
acp61T0s, 4, 20. 
acp60vos, 4, 22. 
acplCfTf\lll, 1, 39. 

~apos, 1, 62. 
f3aCfIAevs, 1,48 j 4, 34. 
f3ef3alow, 4, 3. 
f3POOCfIS, 2, 76. 

raAIAaia, 2, 115 (?). 
yap, 1, 46; 4, 22, 24. 
yii, 4,21. 
ylyvolJal, 2, 65, 87 (?). 
YIYVWcrKW, 2, 132. 
ypacpr" 1,8. 
ypacpw, 2, 4, 9 (?), 74 (?). 

Ae, 1, 14, 16, 30, 50, 63 j 2, 
47 (?), 84, 130; 4, 25· 

AellCfIS, 4, 29. 
AE~IOS, 1, 68. 
AECf'TTOTllS, 4, 14, 34. 
Aft, 1,37. 
AfjAOV, 2, 71 (?). 
Alaf3oAos, 2, 5. 
AlaAehTW, 4, 22. 
Alclvola, 1, 50 (?). 
AlaTpEcpW, 4, 2. 
AIAacrKaAOS, 1, 33, 45, 53. 
AIAWIlI, 4,23. 
AIOIKEW, 4, 2. 
AOKEW, 1, 8, 10. 
AOKIIJOS, 2, 56. 

Ao~6:300, 4, 3. 
AOTtip, 4, 13. 
AwalJal, 1, 27 (?). 

eclv, 1, 36, 77. 
eyelpw, 2, II. 

EyW, 1, 4,10, II, 12,36,52, 
57,58. 

EAacpl3w, 2, 50. 
el, 4, IS. 
eilli, 1, 9, 12; 2, 80, 86, 88, 

121, 132; 4, 10, 13, 19,22, 
, 24 ~is, 25. 

EIPllVevw, 4, 4. 
Els, 1, 13, 74; 2, 89. 
eiCfepxolJal, 2, II. 

EKEivoS, 1, 9, 63; 2, 14. 
EKTEivw, 1, 67. 
EA'TTi3W, 1, 14. 
EIJf3plllaOlJal, 1, 5 I. 
W, 1, 8, 35; 2,130. 
EvvoIa, 4, 26. 
eVTaAlla, 1, 59 (?). 
EVWTl"IOV, 1,72 (?). 
e~Cxyoo, 1, 73. 
e~epxollal, 1, 30; 2, 74. 
E~ETaCfTIKoos, 1, 43 (?). 
E~iis, 2, 66. 
E~olloi\6yT)CfIS, 4, 30. 
E~OV, 1,48. 
EmpOOTlllJa, 1, 64. 
E1T!, 1,25,69 (?); 2, 7. 
E1TIf3aAAw, 1, 24. 
rnlKftpIOS, 4, 20. 
E1TllloX60S, 4,21. 
rnlcrvvO:yw, 4, 2. 
E1TTC(1TAaCfiws, 2, 58. 
Epavvaoo, 1, 7. 
epyov, 4, 19. 
epxollal, 1, 1I,28 (?),46 ;2, 68. 
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eO, 1, 15 (?). 
evepyeTEw, 4, :41. 
EVKTrlPIOS, 4, 33. 
e\rn"pmrlS' 4, 19. 
EVXCXPlcr-r(CX, 4, 30. 
EVXrl, 4, :48. 
EXW, 1,9; 4, 41, 33. 

ZCXXCXp(CXS, 2, 1:47. 
3W rl, 1, 9. 

Ti, 1, 50. 
T}yeollCXt, 2,86. 
iiAlos, 2, 83. 
T}lleiS, 1, 48; 2,13,83; 4, 9, 

II bis, 16, :47, 35. 
TJIlEpCX, 2, 89 (?). 
T}IlETEPOS, 4, :46. 
'Ho-cxlcxs, 1, 54. 

ecXACXo-o-CX, 2, 114. 
eEAW, 1, 38 (?); 4, :46. 
eEOS, 1, 16; 2, 70, 80, 81, 85, 

87· 
OepCX1TE(cx, 4, 14. 

eEpCX1TEUW, 4, I I • 

OVIlToS, 4, 20. 
eUW, 2, 73 (?). 

iCXTPOS, 4, 9. 
1AIOS, 2, 63 (?). 
iAou, 1, 3:4. 
lepov, 2, 8. 
'11lo-oOS, 1,17,33,45,50,65; 

2,68. 
IKETeuw, 4, 35. 
ivcx, 1, :46; 2, 73 (?). 
'lop2.cxvIlS, 1, 66. 
10-0S, 2, 87. 
io-Tllllt, 1,65. 
'lw<ivvIlS, 2,67. 

Ka6CXP(3W, 1, 37, 38; 2, 57. 
KCXOCXPOS, 2, 45,48. 
Kcxi,I,4,:44,:46,27,3:4,36,67, 

69,70,7:4; 2, 8, 11,59,76, 
1:49,134,137; 4,16. 

KCXKOS, 4, :44. 
KaAeW, 1, 5:4; 4, 8. 
KaAWS, 1, 54. 

KcxpAlcx, 1, 57; 2, 47 (?). 
KCXP1TOS, 1,73. 
KCXTa, 4, 35. 
KCXTcxypa<pw, 4, 16. 
KCXTCXKAEIW, 1, 60. 
KCXTcxCT1Teipw, 1, 69. 
KCXTExw, 4, 15. 
KCXTT)yOpEW, 1, II, 13, 18. 
KOlllaollcxt, 2, 10. 
KOlli3w, 2, 5:4. 
Koo-lloS, 2, 15, 71. 
KOTEW, 4, :40. 
KT13w, 4,6. 
KTlo-ls, 2, 15 (?). 
KUPIOS, 1, 30, 37 (?), 44, 53, 

55· 

ACXAf.W, 1, 15 (?). 
i\cxllj3<'xvw, 4, 23. 
ACXOS, 1,6; 4, 5, 6, 7 bis, 8. 
i\EyW, 1,7,14, 17,33,44(?), 

52, 54, 55, 86; 2, 44, 69, 
131. 

AE1TPCX, 1, 39. 
i\maw, 1, 35 (?). 
i\E1TpoS, 1,3:4,33 (?). 
i\10CxsW, 1, :43 (?). 
MOos, 1, 23. 
AOYIOV, 2, 53, 54, 55· 
ACYOS, 1,7; 2, 64,84; 4, 13. 
i\VTpow, 4, 7. 

IlCXKapIOS, 2, 43. 
IlCXpTVPEW, 1, 10, 46 (?). 
llaTllv, 1, 58. 
Ilrl, 1,4, 10, 53; 4, II, 16,20, 

:45· 
lloVOS, 4, 10, 25. 
1l0P<Prl, 2, 84. 
MwOo-i'\s, 1, 13, 15. 

VOllrl, 4, 9. 
VOIlIKOS, 1, 2. 
VOo-EW, 4, 9, 10. 
vOv, 1, 18. 
vu~, 2, 125 (?). 

0, ti, T6, 1,2,3,6,7,8, 12, 16, 

17, 25 (?), 27, 29 bis, 30 , 

35, 37, 39, 41, 47, 48, 49 
bis, 50, 55, 56, 57, 60 (?), 
62 (?), 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 
71 (?); 2, 5, 7, 8, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 57, 66, 68, 70 bis, 
71,75,76,80, 82bis, 84, 
88,1:47,131,135, 138; 4, 
5, 6 bis, 7 bis, 8 ter, 27, 28 
ter, :49 quater, 30 bis, 31 ter, 
3:4 ter, 34, 35· 

oIAcx, 1, 15, 16,45,50,80. 
OiKovollEW, 4,4. 
OTKTOS, 4, 35. 
oi\ly6j3los, 4, :41. 
OIlOV, 1,23. 
cpeOS, 2, 49. 
OS, ii, 0, 1, 8, 13, 46, 54 (?); 

2,84; 4, 6, 7 his, 25. 
Oo-OS, 4, 15, 16. 
OTI, 1, II, 15, 28,45; 2,72. 
OV,OUK, 1, 16, 27; 4, 22, 25. 
ovOeis, 4, 23. 
oOv, 1, 36 (?). 
oVrrw, 1,28. 
OOTOS, 1,7,55; 2,81,87; 4, 

14· 
c5XAOS, 1, 22 (?), 27. 

1TCXVAoXEiov, 1,35. 
1Tcxpa, 2, 13 (?), 129; 4, 14, 

27· 
1TcxpcxyfyvollCXt, 1,43 (?). 
1Tcxpa2.(AwIlI, 1, :46 (?). 
1TcxpaAoo-IS, 1, 29. 
1TcxpaKAllo-IS, 4, 28. 
1TcxPCXVOIlWS, 4, 16. 
1TcxpCX1Tpao-o-w, 1, 3. 
1TCXpilllll, 4, 14. 
1Tas, 1,3,47; 4, 23, 24. 
1Tao-xcx, 2, 78. 
1TCXTrlP, 1, 12. 
1TElpa 3w, 1, 44. 
1Tepf, 1, 10. 
1TEPIOUo-IOS, 4, 6. 
1TEPI1TCXTEW, 1, 65. 
mpio-o-wllcx, 2, 63 (?). 
lTICxsW, 1, 26, 28. 
1TVevllcx, 2, 3 (?). 
1TOIEW, 1, 5 (?), 46. 
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Tl'OIIlCwUJ, 4, 3. 
Tl'OAIS, 2, 6, 12, 13 (?), 16. 
Tl'OAVS, 1, 74 (?); 2, 9. 
Tl'OVTJPOS, 2, 3 (?). 
Tl'OPeVoIlCXI, 1, 40 (?). 
Tl'OTCXIlOS, 1, 67 (?). 
Tl'pacrcrUJ, 4, 17. 
Tl'pO~ClTOV, 4, 8. 
Tl'p06Vllicx, 4, 31. 
Tl'pOS, 1,5, 12,43,64; 2, 69. 
Tl'pocr:lIExollcxl, 4,27. 
Tl'pocrEpxollcxl, 1, 32. 
Tl'PO<PTJTEVUJ, 1,55. 
Tl'P0<pT]TTJS, 1,47; 2, 92 (?). 
Tl'VpoUJ, 2, 56. 
m:.os, 1, 5 (?). 

crap~, 2, 65, 75, 87. 
creCX\ITov, 1, 41 (?). 
cros, 4, 10 (?), 12, 17,24, 25. 
(J'Tl'ov:c.Tj, 4, 31, 
O"TTJPl3UJ, 4, 3. 

CJTOIlCX, 1, 52 (?); 4, 13. 
crTPE<pUJ, 1, 6 (?). 
crV, 1, 16; 4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 

22,34· 
cruvecr6iUJ, 1, 34. 
crvvo:c.eVUJ, 1, 33. 
crwllcx, 2, 9. 

TEKOS, 4, 26. 
TEAEIOUJ, 4, 5. 
TI, 1,52. 
TI, 4, IS. 
Tlllo6eos, 2, 131 (?). 
TOTl'OS, 1, 60 (?). 
TOTE, 1, 70. 
TpeiS, 2, 90 (?). 

liyiEICX, 4, 13. 
v1:.UJP, 1,71. 
VIlEiS, 1, 8, 13,53,54. 
vllvcp1:.icx, 4,28. 
vTl'apxUJ, 2, 85. 

VTrEP, 1, 47; 2, 82. 
VTl'OTacrcrUJ, 1, 6 I . 

<pcxVAOS, 4, 25. 
<pepUJ, 4, 16 (?). 
<pIACw6pUJTl'oS, 4, 33. 
<pUJvTj, 4, 33. 
<PWS, 2, 81, 88. 
<PUJTJ3UJ, 2, 83; 4, 4. 

xcxllEwicx, 4, 32. 
XEiAOS, 1, 56, 66. 
XElp, 1. 25, 67. 

IjlCXAllcp:c.lcx, 4,27. 
IjlCXA\lCP:c.OS, 2, 53. 
Ijlvx'1i, 4, 9. 

wpCX, 1,29. 
WS, 4, 12. 
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